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Edited and revised for the 150th commemoration of The Battle of Gettysburg—July 1-3, 2013—

as well as the 20th Anniversary of the trip that led to this narrative documentary.

The original preface:

Thursday July 1—Saturday July 3, 1993, marked the 130th commemoration of the Battle of 

Gettysburg. I spent these three days out in the fields, valleys, woods, along the creeks and runs 

and atop the ridges and hills where this battle took place. I mapped my movements, based on 

location and time, to coincide with the flow of battle. The following writings are the result  ~
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THE SECOND DAY

Union troop deployment .

              The night of the 1st and early morning of the 2nd became a mad rush to field and place a 

defensive line for the U.S. Army of the Potomac. For just across the fields to their front, Robert 

E. Lee had both Hill’s III Corps and Ewell’s II Corps at full-strength, the predominant portion of 

Longstreet’s I Corps having encamped but a few miles west along the Cashtown-Chambersburg 

Pike. Meade knew that Lee would hit hard as soon as he was able and wanted adequate strength 

in place to meet the attacks. It had become a simple matter of time management: who could 

assemble their force first and use it most effectively. Circumstance and pure luck would take 

their usual place in helping determine an outcome.

              The U.S. III Corps, under command of Major General Daniel Sickles, a much maligned 

politician turned corps commander (a common occurrence in the Civil War for men of political 

stature seeking battlefield glory), approached the field under cover of darkness late on the 1st. 

The III Corps took up positions along the length of Cemetery Ridge running due south from 

Cemetery Hill approximately a mile to where it slopes to near even ground before connecting 
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with the hill known as “Little Round Top.” A small detachment was positioned on the summit of 

the hill as the rest of the corps filed into position along Cemetery Ridge. They faced west towards 

the distant Seminary Ridge, which runs nearly parallel to Cemetery Ridge.

              Hancock had returned to his II Corps with Meade’s arrival on the field. During the early 

morning hours, Hancock and his officers set about placing their hard-fighting corps, which had 

been second in line of march behind the III Corps. The II Corps was positioned along the strong 

position of Cemetery Hill’s southwestern slope, angling down the ridge and connecting with the 

III Corps line.

              A couple hundred yards to the east of Cemetery Hill and southeast of downtown 

Gettysburg, lay the heavily forested Culp’s Hill. On Culp’s and nearby Cemetery Hill was placed 

the battered troops of the U.S. I Corps, along with Howard’s XI Corps. These troops would soon 

be reinforced by Major General Henry Slocum’s XII Corps, an eclectic mix of volunteers from 

Indiana to Connecticut who also had begun to arrive on the field during the late hours of the 1st. 

With the arrival of XII Corps, a large portion of the XI Corps was then shifted to Cemetery Hill—

bolstering the Union defense facing north at the town. But for one significant action late in the 

battle, the scattered units of the I Corps would mainly be used as reinforcement for the 

remaining two days, mercifully kept from the heaviest fighting.

              As the remaining II Corps troops trickled in off the southern approach roads during the 

early morning hours of July 2nd, Major General George Sykes had his V Corps hard-marching 

towards Gettysburg. This proven corps would be tested as soon as they reached the field. Major 

General John Sedgewick’s giant VI Corps was still far south, moving out of Maryland as the 

army’s rearguard. They could not be counted on for reinforcement until late on the 2nd or 

possibly the 3rd.

              What had begun as an anxious patchwork of demoralized Union troops, was quickly 

shaping up into a very strong natural position. The groundwork had been laid for the Union’s 

renowned “fish-hook” line, a position that began on Culp’s Hill: the barb—circled the northern 
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base of Cemetery Hill: the curve of the hook—ran south along Cemetery Ridge: the shank—

before connecting with Little Round Top: the eyelet.

Confederate troop movements .

              Lee’s forces were in an equal state of flux, preparing to deliver the jarring blow that 

would overwhelm the Army of the Potomac. Ewell’s II Corps was aligned along the southern 

outskirts of town, facing Cemetery and Culp’s Hill. Hill’s entire III Corps was now up, as well, 

connecting with the II Corps southwest of town on a line running south along Seminary Ridge. 

Across three-quarters-of-a-mile of open rolling fields to the east of the C.S. III Corps stood 

Hancock’s U.S. II Corps atop Cemetery Ridge.

              By dawn, James Longstreet had his corps in motion down the Cashtown-Chambersburg 

Pike—minus Major General George Pickett’s division, moving from Chambersburg as the army’s 

rearguard. The I Corps would extend the Confederate line the entire length of Seminary Ridge.

              As the C.S. I Corps passed through the anxious countryside, a recollection from one of 

the soldiers tells of a woman running out from her house wrapped in the “Stars and Stripes” and  

yelling defiantly at the passing division of Major General John Bell Hood. Sighting the woman, 

an officer approached her and coolly advised: “take care madam, Hood’s boys are great at 

storming breastworks.” Another soldier’s introduction to the northern countryside was less 

threatening, more introspective—and tragic: 

I think the people of this place are very kind, considering we came here to kill off their 

husbands and sons.

The generals .
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              James Longstreet was at once a natural born soldier and enigmatic leader. There is no 

doubt that he was a brilliant and modern military mind. But he could also prove stubborn, and 

was by 1863 actively seeking his own command in the west. His troops would soon bear the 

brunt of the fighting on the 2nd and form the core of the most famous charge of the war on the 

3rd. Before the war, Longstreet had commanded many of the men in the U.S. Regular Army who 

he was about to do battle with (not an uncommon scenario). A big presence, he evoked the spirit  

of his corps. Their reputation as heavy hitters was earned at Second Manassas the previous year,  

when their attack late in the battle sent the Union army reeling in rout. As was the case in the 

southern armies, its ranks were filled with rugged farmers and backwoodsman. They had proven 

lean, tough fighters. The South still held fast to the frontier spirit, rearing its young men with a 

musket in hand—an attitude no more prevalent than in Longstreet’s corps.

              Despite the proven offensive potential of his men, Longstreet had been hesitant the 

whole campaign towards an offensive strike. Longstreet would have reveled in engaging the 

Army of the Potomac at their previous positions near Cashtown, his desire for taking a defensive 

posture on this campaign would soon prove sound. At Cashtown, Lee could have exploited what 

had worked for him the whole war: take Union army leaders out of their comfort-zone and force 

them to fight on Confederate terms—brilliant deception combined with bold planning and quick 

heavy strikes. But Lee was now on the offense and set to attack Meade on the ridges and fields 

south of Gettysburg. Lee would listen to his trusted “war horse.” Longstreet held that a flanking 

maneuver which struck out south of the Union line would threaten Washington to the point of 

inducing the U.S. army to engage the Army of Northern Virginia. The Confederates could set up 

the engagement to their advantage and fight on a field of their choosing. They could crush the 

Army of the Potomac once and for all and march triumphantly on Washington City. Longstreet 

wanted the army to dictate its own fight. It was an idea worthy of conference. But Lee’s mind 

was set. He felt his army was indestructible, invincible even. He felt no force the Union could 
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field would be able to stand up to the might of his men. Meade was here and Lee was going to 

whip him here.

              In Meade, Lincoln had found finally found a stable commander to direct the Army of the 

Potomac. Meade would presently stand up to Lee, but was cautious. “Fighting Joe” Hooker had 

been all but ridden out on a rail by the political leaders in Washington, resigning under a dark 

cloud of failure. And now it was George Gordon Meade’s turn in the hot seat. Meade was no 

green soldier. As mentioned, he had been a corps commander prior to the campaign and had 

commanded with dignity—scoring the one Union breakthrough during the otherwise disastrous 

Battle of Fredericksburg in December 1862 ... But the magnitude of responsibility was now far 

greater than corps command. He was now responsible for taming Robert E. Lee.

              Meade was no flamboyant flashy officer. He was a rough old contender with a tired look 

about him. He was a fighter and solidified this very strong “fish-hook” line. More importantly, 

he was forcing Lee to fight on his terms, a field of the Army of the Potomac’s choosing. Instead 

of the tactical ineptitude and egotism that had so often swamped the grand offensive campaigns 

of past leaders, Meade was bringing Lee to him. Here is where the Union army would stand or 

fall. Lee would prove eager to accept, looking to crush them where they stood.

The morning of the 2nd and inaction .

              A Union private, Warren Lee Gross, described the morning of the 2nd:

The day had begun with a cloudy sky, a heavy vapor hanging over the terrain between 

the armies. By ten o’clock the threatening clouds vanished, and the green meadows 

were bathed in sunlight, with here and there the shadow of transient clouds flitting 

across the sunlit valley and hills. Cattle were grazing in the fields below, the shrill 

crowing of chanticleer was heard from neighborhood farmyards, tame pigeons cooed 
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on the hillside, and birds sang among the trees. The crest, as far as the eye could see, 

glittered with burnished arms.

              Gross continued, noting the watershed importance of the fight before them:

This battle was to decide not only the future character of the war, but of the nation, 

whether the wave of invasion was to break upon this rocky barrier and recede across 

the border, or sweep unchecked over the fertile fields, and rich cities of the north.

              The morning of the 2nd was largely used up by the shuffling of troops and adjustments of 

positions all across the field. Lee had wished to attack early, but Longstreet’s corps had been 

forced to traverse their march under a more distant wooded approach so as to avoid detection 

from the Union line. The resulting detour had created confusion and a hassled route-of-march. 

This cost the Confederate assault precious time, directly effecting its chances for success … 

Longstreet was still cool to an offensive strike. Many claimed that Longstreet dragged his feet at 

Gettysburg. Some in the post-war South went so far as to blame him for losing the war with his 

performance on this campaign. But what had been asked of Longstreet’s men was in its own 

right a difficult task. The near impossible missions they were assigned and the spirited defense 

of their Union counterparts were far more important metrics in measuring the outcome of 

Gettysburg than the trepidation of Lee’s “war horse”—which, in and of itself seems questionable, 

considering how hard his troops did fight once committed on the 2nd ... Longstreet was a 

tactician and brought his men up slowly, carefully setting his lines. But time was proving a factor  

and the long lengthy preparation irritated Lee. Meade was given ample time to work on his 

position, one to which both armies were now entirely committed. 

              The morning passed with refreshing ease along the “fish-hook” line. The U.S. II and III 

Corps adjusted their positions along Cemetery Ridge. Howard’s XI Corps spread along Cemetery  

Hill’s most northern stretch, including positions within Evergreen Cemetery (the plot for which 
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the hill was named) in facing Early’s division of Ewell’s corps to the north—the U.S. XII Corps 

on their right throwing up breastworks made of logs and rocks around the summit of Culp’s Hill.  

Doubleday had been replaced at the helm of the U.S. I Corps by John Newton (of VI Corps), 

much to his chagrin of many within I Corps. Yet, as mentioned, all but a few I Corps regiments 

would see anything like the ferocity they saw on the 1st. The Union line, as it was, seemed solid 

and ready. The stage was set. 

Sickles’ re-deployment .

              Around noon, an impatient Daniel Sickles began to re-deploy his U.S. III Corps, without 

prior consultation with Meade. He moved his men to high-ground along the Emmitsburg Road, 

about a thousand yards in front of their original position on Cemetery Ridge ... This road is still 

a main thoroughfare running to-and-from Gettysburg as a tangential pike, its angle spanning 

the wide open space between Cemetery and Seminary Ridge, before continuing S x SW to 

Maryland. This road would become one of the most important landmarks of the battle.

              Sickles’ initial scouting movements, testing the area he was to occupy, turned into a 

general advance about midday on the 2nd. Despite seizing high-ground, it was a rash re-

deployment that created a logistical problem for the Union defenses. By moving off the strong 

natural position of the ridge forward to this high-ground almost a mile in his front, Sickles 

opened a gap between the U.S. III and II Corps: Hancock’s troops, still in position on Cemetery 

Ridge. More importantly, Sickles had abandoned Little Round Top. Only a simple signal corps 

now stood atop the hill, which if occupied by the Confederates would command the entire Union  

line ... Little Round Top, lying due south of “the Angle” about a mile-and-a-half (just beyond the 

point where Cemetery Ridge ends), was the highest serviceable ground on the field. Its larger 

companion, Big Round Top, was thick with dense nearly impenetrable forest. Little Round Top’s 

summit and western slopes had been recently logged by residents, all but clearing them. 
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Confederate cannon atop the hill could sweep the Union line. To command Little Round Top, 

was to command the field. Sickles’ re-deployment had the potential—if found out and exploited

—to expose the entire “fish-hook” line; and Robert E. Lee had proven a knack for finding out and 

exploiting the mistakes of Union commanders. 

              About one-third of a mile in front of where Cemetery Ridge blends into the base of Little 

Round Top, lay a wheatfield. To the immediate west of “the Wheatfield” was a peach orchard. 

Here were two more idyllic-sounding spots that would be added to the mile-long list of such 

places our Civil War would spatter with blood ... Sickles placed the U.S. III Corps division of 

Brigadier General Andrew Humphreys along the Emmitsburg Road north of the “Peach 

Orchard,” the line reaching into the grove of trees. At this point, Sickles bent back a brigade of 

New Yorkers, the “Excelsior Brigade,” within the orchard to connect with the division of Major 

General David Birney. Birney’s troops were spread thin along a country lane heading east from 

the Emmitsburg Road, through the Wheatfield and up onto Cemetery Ridge. A brigade of 

Birney’s division commanded by Colonel Phillipé Regis de Trobriand—a French soldier of 

fortune—was posted along the forested western approach to the Wheatfield on a slope referred 

to as the “Stony Hill.” The left flank of Sickles’ formation curved past the Wheatfield and south 

into an odd formation of glacially-heaped rocks called “Devil’s Den,” this formation in turn 

resting in front of Little Round Top W x SW.

              Sickles believed that by positioning Birney’s division from the Peach Orchard down into 

the Wheatfield, with Humphrey’s division bent back to the north along the Emmitsburg Road, 

that his men were in position to repel any attack from the concealed ridges southwest and west 

of his position; an attack that Union leaders felt was imminent. But the alignment actually 

created an exposed “salient” (a 90˚ angle, pushing out in front of a main line) within the Peach 

Orchard where the two divisions met. And it this vulnerable salient that was in the sights of a 

heavy corps-strength Confederate strike about to be thrown at Sickles’ troops.

              The line from the Peach Orchard past the Stony Hill to the Wheatfield and Rose’s Woods 

(a run of forest which separated the Wheatfield from Devil’s Den, bordering all but the Peach 
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Orchard), was a set of naturally rugged ravines, forests, rock-beds, slopes and valleys—anything 

but ideal terrain for the large-scale movements of troops. Yet within this mix of topography 

Sickles had placed the southern end of his badly spread out III Corps to meet the determined 

C.S. onslaught that was coming, its preparation proceeding sluggishly to the west.

On the southern end of the field .

              I worked my way around the maze of auto roads that ring the southern portion of the 

battlefield. I rolled up near Devil’s Den through the valley before Little Round Top and behind 

the Wheatfield, known infamously as the “Valley of Death.” This natural depression would earn 

its title on July 2nd. I continued through the valley and up the front of Little Round Top towards 

its rounded summit, which overlooks the valley and Devil’s Den. This slope would be the scene 

of a desperate series of assaults and repulses, attacks and counterattacks. I was forced to sit in 

the steaming cabin of my Buick atop the hill as a heavy rain fell. The park still keeps the western 

slope of Little Round Top clear of trees and underbrush, true to the way the hill looked in 1863. 

              During the morning of July 2, 1993, I got in some hiking between downpours. I made my 

way around the whole U.S. III Corps position. The Wheatfield is an open clearing covering many  

acres, peaking slightly at its centre and nearly surrounded by forest. Rose’s Woods makes up 

most of this forest to the south. It would have been a difficult location to draw up the battle-line 

tactics inherent to that war. Rose’s Woods would be the site of a terrible scene on the second as 

the C.S. forces moved through it to challenge the U.S. defenders of de Trobriand.

              I took a path through these woods, in the general direction that Brigadier General 

George “Tige” Anderson’s Georgian brigade would advance: the first C.S. force to plunge into the 

chaotic Wheatfield. The path was peaceful, a nice walk through the woods; yet the deeper I got, 

the more oppressive it seemed. It might have been the gloom of that day, a light rain falling as I 

moved off the trail—maneuvering like the Confederates would have had to through underbrush 
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and a vine-choked understory. There was low-lying fog and I scared off a few deer. I too felt a bit  

anxious, the area haunting—if not haunted. I could have accepted the ghostly form of infantry to 

appear alongside me in the empty woods ... But instead I got caught in a monsoon; a short one, 

but still. They say you can only get so wet. I proved that theory correct: late-morning July 2, 

1993.

              As Rose’s Woods bends around the contours of the Wheatfield, you come up to the Stony 

Hill. The forest then breaks as you reach the Wheatfield Road. This road leads out to the Peach 

Orchard and a lush vista of farmland that spreads before the Emmitsburg Road to the southern 

end of Seminary Ridge further west. The Orchard itself has been preserved as it was in 1863, as 

well, sitting up on a cleared knoll; the locale of Sickles’ doomed III Corps salient.

              Having hiked about the Union position from the Union vantage—again, no more or less 

wet than I had been—I made my way by car west across the Emmitsburg Road onto Seminary 

Ridge. The heavy rain was persistent, driving at points. I drove up to the point from where a 

Mississippi brigade would begin an advance that would take them across these fields, up and 

through the U.S. III Corps salient in the Peach Orchard. The advance of the Mississippians 

would pound on as did the rain on the morning of July 2, 1993.

Skirmishing opens the afternoon of the 2nd, still no attack .

              Midday quickly ran into afternoon. Skirmishing began to heat up. The sharp crack of 

individual muskets reverberated between the two anxious lines. A soldier described being 

forward of the main body of troops as a “skirmisher”:

... the excitement and activity of being on an active skirmish line could be so intense 

that it fully occupied the mind, leaving little time for worrying about personal dangers.
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              With the rate-of-fire increasing before his new position, Sickles’ rode off to instruct 

Meade of his re-deployment. Meade had already been informed of the III Corps development by 

Brigadier General Henry Hunt, the Army of the Potomac’s chief of artillery, who had conferred 

with Sickles. Meade was, rightfully, furious. He considered it the poor planning of an equally 

poor general: yet another of the grand and foolishly bold strategic moves made by leaders 

lacking evolved strategic skill that had hurt this army time-and-time-again. Sickles had indeed 

taken possession of the higher ground to his front; but in doing so had exposed his troops to an 

attack from every angle but the rear and, in turn, had exposed the entire north end of the Union 

line to a flanking maneuver from the south. Meade watched on angrily as Sickles rode up to 

confer. It was almost 3 o’clock and the firing grew more intense in front of the III Corps line. 

Meade rode out with Sickles’ to view his defensive line. Hearing the firing in their front, full-

engagement having already occurred, Meade knew that what had been done could not be 

undone. Furious, he made it known that all blame would fall on Sickles should his impetuous 

decision to re-position fail; and then he left the U.S. III Corps to fight it out.

Longstreet positions .

              Meanwhile, Longstreet was slowly moving everything into place for his assault. Most of 

the day had passed and Lee was growing understandably impatient. The whole C.S. line was in a 

state of electric anxiety, waiting, knowing what was coming; the feeling no doubt skipping across 

the forests and fields and along the U.S. line, as well. Across the entire field, the heartbeat 

quickened, nervous eyes searching for the enemy.

              At the far right of Longstreet’s line was Hood’s division, facing west towards Devil’s Den 

and the Round Tops. Brigadier General Evander Law’s Alabama brigade was on the far right, 

Brigadier General Jerome Robertson’s Texans and Arkansans to their left. Brigadier General 

Henry “Rock” Benning’s Georgians were in support of Law, “Tige” Anderson’s men in support of 
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Robertson; the right flank: four brigades, two deep. Major General Lafayette McLaw’s division 

was set up on the left of Hood's division along Warfield Ridge, a long prominent rise just south 

of Seminary Ridge. McLaw’s troops could see directly into the Peach Orchard and area of the 

Stony Hill. Brigadier General Joseph Kershaw’s brigade of South Carolinians was positioned on 

the left of Robertson, the flowing grey-haired Brigadier General William Barksdale’s 

Mississippians on their left and aimed straight for the Union salient. Brigadier Generals Paul 

Semme’s and William Wofford’s Georgian brigades were to support Kershaw and Barksdale—

McLaw’s lead brigades—respectively. To the left of Barksdale and Wofford was the south-most 

brigade of Hill’s III Corps, the link between the I Corps and the rest of the C.S. line to the north. 

Commanded by the flamboyant Brigadier General Cadmus Wilcox, they set up along the lower 

ground between the two ridges ... Longstreet finally had his alignment complete, his troops in 

position to his satisfaction. The air was alive with a furious tension. It was time.

Lee’s plan .

              Lee’s plan for the afternoon of the July 2, 1863, would start on either end of the Union 

“fish-hook.” The Confederates would engage both flanks first. John Bell Hood’s division would 

strike at the southernmost point, while Ewell was to strike against the northernmost defenses on  

Culp’s and Cemetery Hill. If Lee’s attacks could isolate, or better yet “roll-up” the Union flanks, 

they could draw reinforcements into supporting those flanks. Lee would then throw forward the 

main thrust of his attack: the whole of Longstreet’s I Corps and a considerable portion of Hill’s 

III Corps advancing, brigade-by-brigade, division-by-division—“en echelon”—up the 

Emmitsburg Road. As mentioned, this stretch of the Emmitsburg Road runs as a tangent from 

the location of Hood’s initial position, alongside the location of the U.S. III Corps line in the 

Peach Orchard, in front of the U.S. II Corps position on top of Cemetery Ridge and where the 

battered U.S. I Corps division of Robinson had been posted on Cemetery Hill, before reaching 
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town—where Ewell’s Confederates were assembling to attack. “To move up the Emmitsburg 

Road,” were Lee’s orders. 

              The Confederates would unleash a series of successive blows, slowly smashing the centre 

of the Union defenses along Cemetery Ridge; with luck, even trapping the remaining force and 

destroying it. As mentioned Longstreet would send forward Hood, followed by McLaws aimed at  

the Peach Orchard. Hill would take over sending forward his III Corps division under Anderson, 

consisting of Wilcox’s brigade, Perry’s Floridians—under the command of Colonel David Lang—

Brigadier General Ambrose Wright’s Georgian brigade and finally Brigadier General Carnot 

Posey’s Mississippi brigade—the later two aimed directly at the Union centre on Cemetery 

Ridge, defended by John Gibbon’s 2nd Division, II Corps, the Army of the Potomac. William 

Pender’s Confederate division would then continue the attack up the Emmitsburg Road. Driving  

home staggered relentless assaults with the better part of two corps—over half of Lee’s army. 

And for his part, the southern leader could fathom no defense that would hold off such a 

ferocious assault. Bruce Catton wrote this on the opening of the second day’s fighting:

... to be sure the Union position was powerful, but Lee’s army had the habit of victory, 

and Lee seems to have been confident that it could sweep everything before it, once it 

struck with all it’s might.

Options not considered .

              Longstreet had already offered his protest of the plan about to go forward, offering again 

his suggestion of a major flanking maneuver: forcing the U.S. Army of the Potomac to go on the 

offensive and attack the C.S. Army of Northern Virginia in order to protect Maryland and 

Washington, D.C.—a move that the Confederates could mold to their advantage: a fight on their 

terms. But Lee’s orders had been given. Ironically, Longstreet was being approached with ideas 
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not dissimilar to his own. Both Law and Hood proposed splitting off and swinging beneath the 

Round Tops to attack the Union rear—what could be considered a “Jacksonian” idea, a fight 

staged on their own terms. In hindsight, this would have taken far too long to develop on July 2, 

1863, and would have run right into almost two full corps of Union reinforcements. 

              But none of this would come to pass. What would come to pass, was the order Longstreet 

and his officers were right then initiating: “General Lee wishes to attack up the Emmitsburg 

Road.” Protests lingered, but the die was cast. The attack would commence. One of the fiercest 

fights of the Civil War was about to begin. It was to be the common soldier’s fight. It was near 

3:30 in the afternoon. It was getting late and was time to attack.

Contemplating .

              I sat in the cabin of the Buick for a long while on July 2, 1993, staring into the woods 

along the auto road in front of Big Round Top. Through these woods Law and Robertson would 

attack a small Union force of infantry and artillery then posted in Devil’s Den. Again, as per the 

theme, it’s a settling picture, a naturally-beautiful—if strange—place. I gazed from behind the 

blue-grey fog coating the inside of my windshield, warm breath mixing with cool muggy air. I 

got to thinking about the rain as it continued to pour down, how it can never wash clean the 

stain of human death marking this landscape. But despite that obvious fact, it dawned on me 

how there is so much more to it. As prevalent as the appalling and psychopathic stain of war-

time murder is when on these fields, you also do understand—if only a sliver—of valor in the face 

of savagery, honor and duty in the throes of barbarity. There is all manner of human psychosis 

imprinted here, in all its raw naked glory. Thoughts run around the notion of war itself, it’s 

destructive persistent existence a constant—near-instinct—of human society; embedding itself 

as a trait in humanity as far back as the time of pre-historic tribes. We can draw a direct line 

from that far distant point to the warring temper we still must contend with. The fields, hills, 
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ridges, orchards, they all reek of victory and defeat, life and death in its most primitive form, 

here at Gettysburg. Regardless of the Civil War battlefield, it is a feeling—a sense—that only 

comes on stronger the more you think about it, radiating up as from the land itself. 

The artillery fight .

              As mid-afternoon slid into late-day, the random small-arms fire of skirmishers was split 

open by the sudden cacophony of a cannonade. C.S. artillery colonels Henry Cabal and Edward 

Porter Alexander had ordered their batteries to open up on the Union positions in the Peach 

Orchard. Union batteries answered back. Cannon soon crested into a general barrage along the 

southern front. The intensity of it grew very thick, very quick. Colonel Arthur Fremantle, a 

British military observer who traveled with the Army of Northern Virginia during the Civil War,  

observed a Confederate band at the height of the cannonade begin “to play polkas and waltzes, 

which sounded very curious accompanied by the hissing and bursting of the shells.” In the 

same way that Pegram’s presence had telegraphed a future fight to the men of Hill’s III Corps 

the preceding day, Major John W. Fairfax, a Virginia aristocrat noted for daring in combat, 

stirred similar feelings amongst the anxious troops of Hood’s division. Private W. C. Ward of 

Law’s brigade, sighting the major, said: “boys we are going to have a battle. There’s Old 

Fairfax, and we never see him that we do not have a fight.”

              The Union artillerists immediately called to reinforcing batteries in their rear. Lt. Colonel 

Freeman McGilvery hurried forward his Massachusetts’ reserves. Cabell’s guns had already 

gained the range of their position, meaning that McGilvery and his men came into position 

under direct heavy fire. Once set, they opened on the Confederates across the field. Captain John 

Bigelow, commanding the 9th Massachusetts Light Artillery, noticed one of his gunners, 

Augustus Hessie, fall to the ground after each shot. Bigelow inquired, thinking Hessie’s action 

cowardly. But as Bigelow approached, he made sense of the gunner’s actions. The battle-smoke 
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had grown so thick in his front that Hessie had to drop to the ground, beneath the smoke, in 

order to follow each projectile and gain the range of his target.

              Captain Nelson Ames, commanding a Union battery in the Peach Orchard, described the 

marksmanship of one of his gunners. A fiery chief gunner, Sergeant Jesse Burdick’s first shot fell  

short of a particular Confederate battery on Seminary Ridge. Burdick raised the muzzle and the 

second shot sailed over its target. He carefully adjusted the muzzle once more and on the third 

shot scored a direct hit, dismounting the Confederate piece from its supports. This kind of 

accuracy was exceptional, but not uncommon for trained artillerists.

              Such an artillery exchange almost without exception preceded an infantry attack. The 

notion was not only to “soften” an adversary’s artillery, but the awaiting lines of infantry, as well.  

The 3rd Arkansas waited in Biesecker’s Woods across the open ground from the U.S. III Corps 

artillery, when a round “came careening into their infantrymen killing the captain of Company 

H, severing his orderly sergeant’s arm, taking off another sergeant’s head, and mangling a 

corporal’s leg before bounding off among the trees, and coming to rest.” The Arkansas 

monument, standing a few hundred yards from this area, declares: “by their valor and their 

blood they have made this ground forever hallowed.” Private John C. West of the 4th Texas 

describes the Union missiles: “the infernal machines came tearing and whirring through the 

ranks with a most demoralizing tendency.” There were few more helpless feelings during the 

Civil War than infantry waiting to attack while under fire of a well-placed artillery barrage. 

There was no place to go, just grit your teeth and pray. A Captain Barziza, commander of 

Company C of the 4th Texas, vividly described the mood:

The enemy’s shells screamed and bursted around us, inflicting considerable damage. It 

is very trying upon men to remain still and in ranks under a severe cannonading. One 

has time to reflect upon the danger, and there being no wild excitement as in a charge—

he is more reminded of the utter helplessness of his present condition. The men are all 

flat on the ground, keeping their places in ranks, and as a shell is heard, generally try 
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to sink themselves into the earth. Nearly every face is overspread with a serious, 

thoughtful air, and what thoughts, vivid and burning, come trooping up from the inner 

chambers of memory, the soldier can only realize.

Corporal William Ray of Captain O. B. Taylor’s Virginia battery was sighting a shot, when he was 

hit by an exploding Union shell. It was described: “he straightened up, walked a few steps, and 

fell dead without a word.” 

              In his post-war memoirs, Captain Ames stated: “for a short time, I had as sharp an 

artillery fight as I ever witnessed.” It was but a prelude.

Hood opens the attack .

              The artillery contest began to subside. Hood prepared his men. Riding along on his 

mount, John Bell Hood gave his troops an electric send-off: 

Fix bayonets my brave Texans—forward and take those heights (the Round Tops). 

Follow the Lone Star flag to the top of that mountain!

Just minutes later, Hood would be pierced through the wrist by a musket ball and carried from 

the field, unable to continue as division commander. Command would fall to Evander Law, who 

was not aware of his on-field promotion until he was ready to charge up the southern base of 

Little Round Top with his men.

              Theodore Garrish, attached to the U.S. 20th Maine, described in detail the opening of 

artillery on the advanced III Corps line and the infantry assault that followed: 
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... suddenly as a bolt of fire flies from the storm cloud, a hundred pieces of Confederate 

artillery had opened upon our left flank, and under the thick canopy of screaming, 

hissing, bursting shells, Longstreet’s corps was hurled upon the troops of General 

Sickles.

              Longstreet unleashed Law and Robertson. This assault, many thousand strong, pushed 

through the fields and forest before Seminary Ridge, aimed directly at the western slope of Big 

Round Top and Devil’s Den. Crossing Plum Run, a country stream curving around Big Round 

Top’s base and moving through the woods in their front, Robertson’s men descended on the 

weak scattered Union defensive line shielding Devil’s Den.

Devil’s Den .

              As skirmish fire rattled through the dark woods in their front, Birney realized that the 

area of Devil’s Den, as his flank, was under-strength. He immediately ordered a Maine regiment 

and an ill-fated New York battery, under the command of Captain James E. Smith, to reinforce 

that flank. Smith positioned his four 10-pound Parrott cannon on high ground at the northern 

end of Devil’s Den, a titanic feat given the nature of the terrain: massive boulders, steep slopes, 

clay floor. (This lighter version of the Parrott rifled cannon was popularly used on both sides 

during the Civil War, identifiable by an iron band around its breach; though it earned a bad 

reputation of bursting in long heated fights, such as this one now begun.) Smith had just arrived 

when the Confederates began to filter out of the woods to the south. Smith’s guns opened and 

continued to fire with ferocity, as Robertson’s brigade rushed into the formation of glacial rocks.  

One Confederate called it an “Indian fight.” Men fired from behind the giant boulders, running 

between them for cover. Another participant recalls, “firing around the blind side of large 
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boulders, at the foe but a few paces away.” The orderly advance broke apart, the fight 

degenerating into a brawl. 

              While Robertson’s Texans did battle with the scattered Union troops defending Devil’s 

Den, Henry “Rock” Benning’s supporting Georgian brigade rolled in like a wave, emerging from 

the woods to the south and attacking towards a pyramidal patch of somewhat even ground 

overlooking Devil’s Den called “the Triangle.” The Georgians rushed over a branch of Plum Run 

and attacked Smith’s battery, positioned next to the Triangle. Smith frantically directed the fire 

of his batteries, yelling: “give them shell! Give them solid shot! Damn them, give them 

anything!” 

              The C.S. assault had numbers and they began to overwhelm U.S. positions, nearly 

surrounding Smith’s cannon. Brigadier General J. H. Hobart Ward’s brigade of Birney’s division  

had been charged with defending this southern-most portion of the U.S. III Corps line. Seeing 

the dire situation, Ward ordered the 4th Maine and 99th Pennsylvania to wheel up and head off 

the coming Confederate tide. Colonel Elijah Walker, commanding the 4th Maine, recalls the 

order to fix bayonets: “I shall never forget the ‘click’ that was made by the fixing of bayonets, it 

was as one.” The 124th New York, nicknamed the “Orange Blossoms” (having been mustered 

into service in Orange County, New York), had been the only infantry then in the area of the 

Triangle. They found renewed strength with reinforcements then rushing in alongside them, 

Colonel Ellis—commanding the “Orange Blossoms”—coolly ordering his men to charge into the 

chaos before them. Major James Cromwell of the 124th, rode on horseback, guiding the 

counterattack. Ellis, with romantic flair common to the era, recalled that moment:

... roaring cannon, crashing rifles, screeching shots, bursting shells, hissing bullets, 

cheers, shouts, shrieks, and groans—Cromwell shouted again and loomed like a spectre 

through the clouds of smoke—such courage belongs not to anyone, or any country, but 

to mankind.
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Cromwell was shot down soon after.

              Despite the reinforcements, the weight of the Confederate assault proved too great on 

the thin overextended Union line. The grey and butternut line swarmed in over the giant rocks, 

rolling over Smith’s battery and capturing the guns. Having done all he could given the dire  

situation, Smith was nonetheless devastated as he fell back, tears running down his face.

              The 124th New York fought ferociously. But Cromwell had been wounded, Ellis falling 

shortly after. This in conjunction with the disparate numbers, forced the reinforced Union line 

back in disarray. Both the 4th Maine and 124th, having had initial success in the Triangle, were 

swept away. Benning’s and Robertson’s men joined in a mass and rolled through Devil’s Den. 

Birney was forced to pull back. It was not an orderly retreat, as would be the case along most of 

the U.S. III Corps front … Longstreet had opened with his usual powerful stroke. McLaw’s 

division stepped forward as next in-line, assaulting “up the Emmitsburg Road.”

Warren on Little Round Top .

              As the fighting raged in Devil’s Den before Little Round Top, one of the most significant 

observations of the battle was taking place. Brigadier General Gouverneur K. Warren, chief of 

the Army of the Potomac’s engineers, rode up Little Round Top to observe the action from the 

vantage point of the signal corps stationed on the hill; the only Union troops that remained on 

the summit following Sickles’ re-deployment. Warren immediately saw the threat this position 

could pose to the Union line up Cemetery Ridge. The summit commanded the field. At that 

point, Hood’s men were pouring through Devil’s Den, the lead skirmishers of Law’s brigade 

already sweeping away the thin Union cavalry defenses stationed on the heavily forested Big 

Round Top. There was not a second to waste. Whoever controlled this hill would control the 

field—and most likely the battle. Warren rushed down Little Round Top in a frantic search for 

troops to defend the summit. It just so happened that Syke’s U.S. V Corps had begun to arrive 
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along the Taneytown Road, after a grueling march north out of Maryland. The first troops 

Warren encountered was Colonel Strong Vincent’s 3rd brigade of Barne’s 1st division, heading 

towards the action heating up in the Wheatfield. Vincent answered Warren’s plea, stating that 

they were needed to bolster Birney’s III Corps troops in their front. Taking full responsibility, 

Warren ordered Vincent up to the summit of Little Round Top instead.

Prelude to the Wheatfield .

              By this time, Longstreet had unleashed McLaw’s division—Kershaw’s South Carolinians 

in the lead. Augustus Dickert, a captain with Kershaw’s brigade, described their commander as 

“looking cool, composed, and grand—his steel grey eyes flashing the fire he felt in his soul.” 

Kershaw’s advance came under the immediate fire of Union artillery. Soldiers in the advance 

thought that the colors within Dickert’s unit were unnecessarily attracting the fire and called for 

the flag to be lowered. The color-bearer, Sergeant Lamb, flatly refused and called out: “this flag 

never goes down, until I am down.”

              “Tige” Anderson’s Georgians, who had followed Robertson on the initial C.S. approach, 

were in Rose’s Woods and were now looking directly into the Wheatfield. Colonel de Trobriand, 

having been given the unfavorable assignment of defending this sector of Sickles’ III Corps line, 

had already received V Corps reinforcements, the two other brigades under Brigadier General 

James Barnes. He was now holding a thin line that extended across the upper portion of the 

forested Stony Hill down into the Wheatfield. The battle for the Wheatfield opened … The air 

filled with choking sulfurous fumes, as Anderson’s Confederates rushed through the woods. The 

area began to reverberate with cheering, yelling, the crackle and volleys of musketry. Private 

Robert Carter recalled moving out into the Wheatfield, his V Corps 22nd Massachusetts looking 

to shore up de Trobriand’s line. Carter heard “a thud, a sickening dull sound,” and noticed the 

next man over in line, Private Charles Phillips, slump to the ground. Carter saw “streaming 
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blood, which filled his eyes, and nose, and gurgled in his mouth.”  Phillip’s had been shot in the 

forehead, killing him instantly.

              Ward had pulled back from Devil’s Den, as Anderson approached through Rose’s Woods 

in his front, Benning on his left. Hood, who had hoped to see the Lone Star flag flying atop Little 

Round Top, was right then being carried from the field. Evander Law was now the division 

commander; but Law had an immediate brigade-level situation to worry about. His Alabamians 

were in the rough cut forests before Little Round Top preparing to assault the hill. Kershaw was 

moving, as well—his troops advancing on the Stony Hill and the thin U.S. line on the Wheatfield 

Road. McGilvery’s Massachusetts batteries, posted along the Wheatfield Road, began firing into 

the approaching grey / butternut tide. They slowed their progress, but did not stop them—the 

South Carolinians bearing down on de Trobriand’s troops. Per Lee’s plan, the battle swept up 

from the south in a deluge … Ironically, 130 years later, the rain had started to let up.

The 20th Maine on Little Round Top .

              Union soldier Theodore Gerrish, atop Little Round Top, described the thick of the fight 

then playing out along the entire southern front: “Sickles’ corps was enveloped in sheets of 

flame, and looked like a vast windrow of fire.” Gerrish himself was part of the fortification of 

Little Round Top by Vincent’s force. But despite the rapid deployment, the hill was far from 

secure. The better part of two C.S. brigades had begun to emerge from the thickly studded valley  

between Big and Little Round Top. On the extreme left of this unfolding Union line along the 

southern-most slope of Little Round Top, a regiment of backwoodsmen from New England filed 

into position: the 20th Maine. Led by the unassuming Colonel Joshua Chamberlain, the 20th was 

directed by Vincent to hold “at all cost, against all hazards. Don’t give an inch!” To lose this 

position, would mean possible envelopment of the three regiments then filing into position 

along the front of Little Round Top, their hand’s full with Robertson’s Texans moving across the 
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open valley between Devil’s Den and the small hill. The 20th Maine would face an Alabama 

regiment—the 15th—under the command of an adventurous personality, the mentioned Colonel 

William Oates. The men from Maine prepared hasty breastworks and took some relief in their 

inclined position, sensing they were outnumbered. The importance of this assignment was clear 

to men of the 20th. The Union could have wished for no better commander than Joshua 

Chamberlain to lead such a defense, Chamberlain preparing his men:

Stand firm ye’ boys from Maine, for not once in a century are men permitted to bear 

such responsibilities for freedom and justice, for God and humanity, as are now placed 

upon you.

Oates’ men, equally determined, prepared their assault. 

              The 20th Maine’s line formed a right angle at its centre facing down the southern slope. 

Oates attempted to exploit this salient by splitting his force and hitting both sides of the bent 

Maine line. Oates gave the command to move forward, Captain J. Henry Ellison relaying the 

command to the troops. The rugged Alabamians stepped down into the forested valley between 

the hills. What happened next, Ellison being a personal friend, was recalled by Oates:

(Ellison) turned to his company, and cried out, ‘Forward my men! Forward!’ and fell, 

shot through the head. I saw the ball strike him; that is, I was looking at him when it 

did. He fell upon his left shoulder, turned upon his back, raised his arms, clenched his 

fists, gave one shudder; his arms fell, and he was dead. He wore that day a very fine 

captain’s uniform which I had presented to him after my promotion—and I thought at 

the moment of his death that he was the handsomest and finest specimen of manhood 

that ever went down upon a field of carnage.
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              The 15th Alabama moved through the rocky valley and onto Little Round Top itself. The 

waiting troops from Maine sighted the advancing columns and opened up with a succession of 

volleys. A soldier described the withering fire that the 20th poured forth as “so destructive, that 

the Alabama line wavered like a man trying to walk into a strong wind.” The fight for this 

sector of the hill was a series of quick sharp—fierce—assaults. The Maine line fired and reloaded, 

desperately, Chamberlain describing the air as “alive with lead.” The Alabamians struck hard, 

were repulsed, rushed the line again and were repulsed again. Chamberlain wrote:

The conflict opens, I know not who gave the first fire, or which line received the first 

lead. I only know that the carnage began. Our regiment was mantled in fire and 

smoke. I wish that I could picture the awful details of that hour—how rapidly the 

cartridges were torn from the boxes and stuffed in the smoking muzzles of the guns—

how the steel rammers clashed and clanged in the heated barrels—how the men’s hands 

and faces grew grim and black with the burning powder—how our little line, baptized 

with fire, reeled to and fro as it advanced or was pressed back—how our officers 

bravely encouraged the men to hold on, and recklessly exposed themselves to the 

enemy’s fire—a terrible medley of cries, shouts, cheers, groans, prayers, curses, 

bursting shells, whizzing rifle bullets, and clanging steel ...

Another description is equally vivid:

The edge of the conflict swayed to and fro, with wild whirlpools and eddies. At times I 

saw around me more of the enemy than of my own men, gaps opening, swallowing, 

closing again with sharp convulsive energy. All around, a strange, mingled roar.

              It was a desperate engagement, tearing the slope’s forested understory to shreds. Chaos 

and “convulsive” action gripped all those involved in this fight. Again and again the Alabamians 
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moved up the slope. Each time the 20th Maine countered the assault, driving them despite the 

mentioned numerical disadvantage. Chamberlain’s troops had fought with an iron will; but if 

the fight continued with such thick ferocity for much longer it was realized they would quickly 

run out of ammunition. In the valley, Oates prepared his men for one last great rush up the hill 

to break the line and swarm the summit. Chamberlain sensed the dire nature of the situation 

and left with no choice, took the offensive. The 20th Maine could not stay were it was out of 

ammunition. Chamberlain ordered bayonets and called up an obscure military maneuver that 

would win him, and his men, the fame they enjoy today. Chamberlain personally led the charge 

down the hill, swinging the far end of his bent back line in a clockwise fashion, using the point of 

the angle in his line as the hinge in “swinging like a door” against Oate’s flank. This swinging 

movement was so destructive and created such confusion amongst the 15th Alabama that it was 

said to be like “a reaper cutting down the disconcerted foe.” Vicious hand-to-hand fighting 

ensued, but it did not last long. The Confederates broke in panicked retreat. Oates wrote: “no 

language can express the intensity of the solicitude with which I surveyed the strange, wild 

situation which had suddenly burst upon my view.” The 15th Alabama fell back in a confused 

frenzy, many sprinting through the blood-drenched valley between the two Round Tops, from 

that point forward to be called: “the Slaughter Pen.” The attack exacted a terrible cost, many 

running for their lives before the mad rush of Chamberlain’s attack. Oates himself documented 

this graphic description: “as we ran, a man named Keils, who was to my right and rear, had 

his throat cut—and he ran past me breathing at his throat, and the blood spattering. His 

windpipe had been entirely severed ...”

              Bruce Catton wrote this of Civil War soldiers: “the men carried within themselves 

whatever the mysterious quality is that enables a soldier to surpass himself on the battlefield.” 

The 20th Maine’s defense of their line atop Little Round Top is a perfect example. Chamberlain 

would be promoted for his performance on this day and awarded the highest decoration for 

bravery in the field: The Medal of Honor. Outnumbered, yet fearless, the 20th Maine had carved 
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its niche into the annals of American history ... Still, the fight for Little Round Top was not over, 

as Robertson’s Texans swung their way up the western slope.

The Peach Orchard and the Wheatfield .

              Following the lead of Kershaw on his right, William Barksdale, as if having been scripted 

to play the gallant warrior role—long flowing gray hair, stern demeanor—moved his Mississippi 

brigade out from Pitzer’s Woods on Seminary Ridge. They were aimed directly at the Union 

salient in the Peach Orchard. Their advance was made known to the whole field: “fourteen 

hundred voices raised the famous Confederate Yell.” The Mississippians moved out across the 

fields towards the Emmitsburg Road. They would form a nearly irresistible tide, their advance 

one of the strongest sustained advances the war would see. Barksdale rode at the front of his 

men yelling over and over: “forward men, forward!” One of the Barksdale’s aides described him  

as “radiant with joy.” What makes it more impressive an advance was the fact that they moved 

forward completely exposed. The grey / butternut tide was raked with shot-and-shell from the 

Union artillery in the Peach Orchard, but it seemed not to matter. They came on without 

hesitation.

              Kershaw’s South Carolinians were now engaged with the Union troops on the Wheatfield 

Road and the newly arrived V Corps units on the Stony Hill. A Union sergeant with the artillery 

in the Peach Orchard salient, William H. Clairville (chief of his piece), chanted with a mad 

diction to his gunner Elias Timm as they fired canister charges point-blank into the charging 

Carolinians, coming at them S x SW. Clairville yelled over and over: “this is the stuff to feed 

them, feed it to their bellies Timm ... mow them down Timm!” (A canister charge, shaped like a 

small coffee can, was loaded with lead slugs the size of grapes that were packed in sawdust. 

When fired, the thin metal casing would disintegrate and spray the lead balls in a deadly 

mauling explosion. Firing canister at close range into a line of advancing infantry had the effect 
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of a giant sawed-off shotgun. It was murderous. When desperate, artillerymen would load 

double charges of canister.)

              Despite the brutal canister fire, Kershaw’s men were weakening the Union defense of the 

salient by getting in behind it and punishing the outnumbered troops of de Trobriand and 

Barnes along the Stony Hill. The Union line weaved liberally throughout this varied collection of 

fields and forests. It began to gave way, intermittently. Other parts of the line hung on with 

tenacity, trying to salvage their effort before the powerful Confederate assault. De Trobriand 

stated of the afternoon: “one would have said that each believed the destiny of the Republic was  

attached to the desperate vigor of his efforts.” Though true of the effort, there was only so much 

this line could do to stem Longstreet’s powerful punch. The 1st Michigan “Wolverines,” who 

stood between Kershaw and the Wheatfield, proved equal to de Trobriand’s praise—as they 

“stood like rocks, but fell like sheep before the slaughter.”

              Anderson had worked his troops to the edge of the Wheatfield itself and had his force 

massed behind a stone wall bordering the open space within Rose’s Woods to the south. Despite 

individual valor and fortitude, de Trobriand’s line was soon rendered untenable in the face of 

vastly superior numbers. The power of the Confederate advance on the Stony Hill forced that 

portion of the Union line to fall back or be overwhelmed. Barnes U.S. V Corps reinforcements 

found the safety of Trostle’s Woods (north of the Wheatfield across the Wheatfield Road). This, 

for the moment, seemed to leave the Wheatfield entirely open to a Confederate advance. But 

Winfield Scott Hancock, commander of U.S. II Corps positioned further up Cemetery Ridge—

their position having been compromised with Sickles’ impetuous advance—was living up to his 

reputation as a cool quick-thinking battlefield commander. He delivered his 1st division, under 

the command of Brigadier General John Caldwell, to the southern portion of the line in order to 

reinforce what was clearly a dire situation. Still, even the timely reinforcement might not be 

enough to shore up the Union position. Longstreet’s attack was bringing everything it had. 

              As Anderson’s Georgians prepared to enter the south end end of the field, the U.S. 

brigades of Colonel Edward Cross, Brigadier General Samuel Zook, Colonel John Brooke, and 
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Colonel Patrick Kelly—the latter leading the famed “Irish Brigade,” their instantly recognizable 

green battle flag unfurled before them—flowed into the area from the northeast … On their 

detachment from Cemetery Ridge, Kelly’s men had participated in a most surreal, yet fitting 

service. The brigade priest, Father Corby, held an impromptu moment of prayer for his men, as 

around him roared cannon, musketry and the shrieks of the wounded. Kelly would later relate: 

“the roar of the battle rose and swelled and re-echoed through the woods, making music more 

sublime than ever sounded through cathedral aisles.” With the whole brigade down on one 

knee, the Father asked for His blessings and divine grace, calling on the soldiers to trust their 

faith. Corby finished with a curt benediction: “the Catholic Church refuses Christian burial to 

the soldier who turns his back on the foe, or deserts his flag.”

              The U.S. II Corps reinforcements did not wait for the Confederates to advance. Zook 

attacked up the Wheatfield Road into the right of the Carolinians, who were then engaged with 

McGilvery’s artillery and a handful of stubborn III Corps infantry units. Cross’ men did likewise, 

advancing across the Wheatfield and towards the Georgians massed behind the stone wall in 

Rose’s Woods. A Pennsylvanian noted that the Confederate gun barrels “glittered like a looking 

glass” in the early evening sunlight. Kelly’s Irishmen moved forward through the Wheatfield 

towards the Stony Hill, as Cross, who had detachments of Brooke’s men in their rear, brought 

the battle right to the Georgians—the Confederates themselves entertaining ideas about moving 

to intercept. One of the hottest contests of the war was underway as the following hours would 

see the Wheatfield change hands a half-dozen times, a heavy bloody often hand-to-hand fight 

that would reduce many of the units involved to shadows of their former strength.

Little Round Top .

              As the 15th Alabama was being repulsed by Chamberlain’s 20th Maine, the remaining 

units of Law and Robertson’s brigades had begun to attack the scarce Union line atop the 
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summit of Little Round Top. Vincent could not hope for Chamberlain’s finite victory to shift this 

tide of grey on all sides of the hill. He would need help. He would receive it. Brigadier General 

Stephen Weed directed his brigade to help bolster the Union defense, rushing his troops to the 

scene without a second to spare. Colonel Paddy O’Rorke led his regiment of New Yorkers up the 

hill and down the opposite side towards the approaching Texans, never having a chance to even 

load their guns. The situation was desperate, a headlong charge into the violence erupting before 

them. One of O’Rorke’s men recalled: 

... as we reached the crest, a never to be forgotten scene burst upon us. A great basin 

(the Valley of Death) lay before us full of smoke and fire, and literally swarming with 

riderless horses and fighting, and fleeing, and pursuing men. The air was saturated 

with the sulphurous fumes of battle and was ringing with the shouts and groans of the 

combatants. The wild cries of charging lines, the rattle of musketry, the booming of 

artillery, and the shrieks of the wounded were the orchestral accompaniments of a 

scene like very hell itself—as terrific as the warring of Milton’s fiends in Pandemonium. 

The whole of Sickles’ corps, and many other troops which had been sent to it’s support 

in that ill-chosen hollow, were being slaughtered and driven before the impetuous 

advance of Longstreet. But fascinating as was this terrible scene, we had no time to 

spend upon it. Bloody work was ready for us at our very feet.

              Further relief came to Vincent in the form of Lieutenant Charles Hazlett’s battery of six 

ten-pound Parrotts. Comparatively light artillery pieces, it was still nothing short of a feat to 

haul the guns to the top of hill. The horses bearing the load could not make it up the steep 

inclines, the guns eventually drawn up by the artillerymen themselves. Weed’s remaining forces 

and Hazlett’s artillery quickly broke into the fight already joined. It was vicious. The Texans 

unsuccessfully attempted orderly advances up the slopes of the hill, it being littered with 

boulders and depressions that made tight formations impossible. The fight devolved into a 
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slugfest, Little Round Top soon belching a cloud of lead and iron and concealed in the grim veil 

of battle-smoke. The Texans continued to push up the hill, taking terrible losses in the process. 

The Union artillery chief, Henry Hunt, described the hilltop in the heat of conflict from afar: 

“Little Round Top, crowned with artillery, resembled a volcano in eruption.”

              Still, the Texans continued to charge along the entire front of the hill, their only desire to 

see the Lone Star flag, no doubt riddled and torn at this point, at “the top of the mountain.” The 

Union line, now solid, did not waver. Hazlett’s guns scorched the hillside and decimated the 

charging Confederates. Warren, still on the scene, wrote of Hazlett at that critical hour:

There he sat on his horse on the summit of the hill, with whole-souled animation 

encouraging our men, and pointing with his sword toward the enemy amidst a storm 

of bullets—a figure of intense admiration to me even in that desperate scene.

              The timely interjection of Weed’s troops atop Little Round Top was slowly bringing its 

weight to bear. The Texans were being driven back, the fight exhausting itself. Hazlett’s batteries 

continued close range destruction upon the attackers. Volley-after-volley of musket fire roared 

from the red hot barrels of Vincent’s and Weed’s troops. Some determined Confederates dug 

deep and continued to scale the hillside. Few of the Confederates ever made it to the Union 

lines. Those who did were quickly disposed of. Others hovered behind rocks but a few paces 

away from the Union line, and under point-blank fire. For the most part, the bloodied men of 

Hood’s division had no where to go but from where they’d come: “the Slaughter Pen” and “the 

Valley of Death,” both spots earning their grim titles. The whole basin before Little Round Top’s 

western and southern slopes was filled with wounded, torn, bleeding, mangled corpses: the 

marshy lowlands of “Plum Run.” Many of the wounded made it back to this stream bordering 

Devil’s Den only to find it’s water a sickening crimson from many others who had bled out their 

final moments in the creek, another peaceful natural landmark stained by American blood.
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              It was about this time that Paddy O’Rorke went down atop the hill with a mortal wound. 

Hazlett spotted his friend sprawled upon the rocks and rushed to his side. As Hazlett bent over 

to comfort O’Rorke, he was pierced through the brain by a musket ball … The scene was one of 

utter human destruction in wake of the exhausted fighting atop the hill’s summit. The enemy 

had been beaten back and were retreating to Devil’s Den and the forests of Big Round Top. Little 

Round Top was drenched in the blood of the fight. Yet the bruised Union line remained 

unbroken.

The Wheatfield .

              After taking advantage of a break in the rain to hike around these areas of heavy fighting, 

I made it back to the Wheatfield. It was now growing late on the afternoon of July 2, 1993. 130 

years prior—to the hour—the scene here was of savage destruction. The open space is now grass,  

studded by monuments. After emerging from Rose’s Woods next to the stone wall behind which 

Anderson had massed his men, I settled back into the driver’s seat of the Buick. I had to gather 

myself, the overwhelming mood of the place stifling.

              Hancock’s U.S. II Corps reinforcements were already in motion to secure the area and 

repulse Longstreet’s relentless blows, coming one after another. It was in the area of 6 o’clock 

(specific times in research sources range and are often best-guesstimates throughout the whole 

of the fighting on the afternoon of July 2, 1863). Kelly swung his “Irish Brigade” through the 

stalks of wheat and beneath the sweltering Pennsylvania summer sky, temperatures peaking in 

the mid-90s. Cross also moved on Anderson’s position with all the intent of sweeping Rose’s 

Woods clean and driving the Georgians back into Devil’s Den. Zook drove his men with ferocity 

up the Stony Hill, taking on the exposed right flank of Kershaw’s Carolinians still battling the 

wavering Union line further up the Wheatfield Road. But in this sector, it was the Wheatfield 

itself that was the central point of conflict: the bloody prize. The battle for it swept into, through 
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and around the surrounding landscape like a whirlwind, the landscape varying in appearance 

and topography acre-for-acre. Brooke marched parts of the final contingent of Caldwell’s 

Division out from Trostle’s Woods to support the attacks of Kelly and Cross then moving across 

the Wheatfield, eventually catching up and taking part in the attack themselves. A Union soldier 

in the attack later observed: “how the wheat heads flew when clipped by minie balls.”

              There are many instances—almost too many to count—in the mountain of written history 

on our Civil War (memoirs especially) in which a certain zone of conflict was described by those 

who fought as “the hottest and sternest struggle of the war.” The battle for the Wheatfield on 

the 2nd day’s fighting at Gettysburg can lay unquestioned claim to that description … The U.S. II 

Corps troops rushed in with a head of steam, meeting sheets of flame and lead discharged from 

the Confederate lines across the field. But this Union counter was strong and moved down on 

Anderson’s men through an exchange of volleys. Union troops loaded and fired as they moved 

forward, entirely exposed. The initial assault pushed the Southerners deep into the underbrush 

and confusion of Rose’s Woods, the Union troops taking up their old positions at the stone walls 

edging the south-side of the Wheatfield. But this success did not carry up the line. Zook’s troops 

had their hands full within the thin veil of forest atop the Stony Hill, Kershaw’s Carolinians 

fighting them to a standstill (and most likely outnumbering Zook’s force).

              Driving the bruised and battered Confederates had come at high cost. The death toll was 

mounting, as the attacking Union force—now solidly II Corps—solidified a perimeter around the 

Wheatfield. Volleys were still being served up at point-blank ranges by Anderson’s Georgians, 

then regrouping within Rose’s Woods. They were returned in favor by Cross’ and Kelly’s Union 

troops, who were pouring over the area around the stone wall. It seemed whole companies, 

whole lines, dozens of men would fall to each monstrous crash of the single-shot muskets. Men 

charged, fell and were repulsed, catching their wind—and will—for only a few seconds before 

charging in again. It all occurred within the constant whine of balls, punctuated by the shrieking 

of the wounded. This was the first wave. The pitched battle did not wane, but gained momentum  

as reinforcements continued to feed in on both sides. Zook, Kelly, and Cross had all fallen 
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leading their men, Cross saying to a nearby orderly: “I think the boys will miss me.” The wheat 

had been trampled flat and was slick with the blood of the wounded, Caldwell’s bruised force 

waiting for the Confederates to fully catch their breath and counterattack.

              It was a short wait. Kershaw turned his focus on the west side of the field, looking to 

dislodge the thin Union line then battling his troops from within the Wheatfield. Semmes moved 

forward towards the south side of the field, his reinforcing brigade bringing relief to Anderson’s 

torn lines. Lt. Pendleton of the 50th Georgia under Semmes—hardened veterans of the Army of 

Northern Virginia—exclaimed: “let’s show we can fight in Pennsylvania as well as Virginia!” 

              The Union lodgment had received help as well: the U.S. V Corps division of Brigadier 

General Romeyn Ayres. The brigades of Colonels’ Hannibal Day and Sidney Burbank marched 

in their U.S. Regulars (an oddity within armies predominantly volunteer-based) to the edge of 

the Wheatfield and just above the Valley of Death. As mentioned, only part of Brooke’s brigade 

had been engaged. The remaining part, the majority of the brigade, was posted in reserve. They 

were called up, as a determined Confederate assault was set to overrun the whole area.

The collapse of the Union salient .

              The advancing Mississippians had crossed the fields between Seminary Ridge and were 

putting it to Humphrey’s thin, yet determined Union line along the Emmitsburg Road. It was 

said of the 105th Pennsylvania, positioned directly before the oncoming Confederate assault, they  

“fought like demons, their battle cry was Pennsylvania.” The 73rd New York, who had been 

brought in to bolster the salient, was in line along with them. It was documented: “the color 

sergeant fell, the next man to hold the flag was struck in the arm by a minie ball, and the third 

man grasped the staff and held the banner high.” Yet despite this spirited defense, the salient 

soon faced an irrepressible tide. Barksdale pressed his force on the Peach Orchard, crushing the 

artillery line and weak infantry defense in a full-on frontal assault. Most of the Union force fell 
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back before the fight fell to hand-to-hand … The psychotic fury that shrouds men in the midst of 

conflict had fallen over the fields south of Gettysburg, the entire battlefield swept as by a pent up 

hurricane that careens off the sea onto land. There was no unit more true to that metaphor than 

Barksdale’s Mississippians, who were moving forward without a hint of faltering—despite taking  

heavy casualties. If anything they began to quicken their double-step pace once they hit the 

salient. They rolled over the Union “Excelsior Brigade” in the Peach Orchard, in turn creating an 

untenable line for McGilvery’s artillery behind them. The salient was collapsing. Barksdale’s 

brigade turned the left flank of the salient and pushed towards Trostle’s Woods, Union artillery 

units and Colonel William Brewster’s supporting infantry crumbled and fell away.

              All the surrounding fields, at the peak of the growing season, were now trampled and 

haunted by the low hanging cloud of powder smoke. The heat was intense, the air stifling and 

humid, as the sulfurous wreckage burned hot across the fields. Men became figures of psychotic 

bravery. Others ran for their very survival. The battlefield wreaked of death and destruction, 

each man drawing it in with every breath … Wofford’s brigade of Georgians, having followed 

Barksdale’s men off of Seminary Ridge, were now falling hard on the Stony Hill. All along the 

line, Longstreet was driving his assault home—brigade-by-brigade. The stubborn Union defense 

fought with equal ferocity; but they were buckling under the intense pressure. Longstreet had 

two divisions fully engaged—nearly 15,000 troops—its full weight falling on exhausted bloodied 

Union lines. Wofford’s brigades approached the Wheatfield from the northwest, Kershaw’s and 

Semmes’ brigades from the west, Anderson and a small compliment of Benning’s rejuvenated 

brigades, from the south. A Union line still stood amidst the bloody wheat. But for how long?

Hill’s III Corps enters .

              With Barksdale engaged, it was now Hill’s turn to let loose his C.S. III Corps as a part of 

Lee’s plan to hammer up-and-along the Emmitsburg Road. Richard Anderson’s III Corps 
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division on the far right of the line was first into action. Cadmus Wilcox ordered his brigade of 

Alabamians forward across the Emmitsburg Road, and straight at the faltering right side of 

Humphrey’s line just north of the Peach Orchard, this under the command of U.S. Brigadier 

General Joseph Carr. Next in line was Edward Perry’s small brigade of Floridians—again 

commanded by Colonel David Lang on the 2nd—who joined Wilcox in Anderson’s advance. 

Ambrose Wright’s Georgians followed suit on their left, slanting their march to aim dead on the 

Union line’s centre atop Cemetery Ridge. The pressure of Wilcox along the Emmitsburg Road 

made Carr’s line untenable, as Barksdale’s men pushed over and through the Peach Orchard, 

their momentum unchecked. Sickle’s troops fought hard, but in the end they were overwhelmed 

by numbers in an exposed position. Union soldier Jesse Bowman Young described: “the space 

occupied by the division of Humphrey’s by this time was the vortex of a cauldron of fire, the 

crater of a volcano of destruction.” Carr’s infantry and supporting artillery “played” deadly 

havoc on Wilcox’s approaching Alabamians, volleys of withering musketry, artillery blasting 

charges of canister. But the Union salient in the Peach Orchard had been crushed and it was all 

these troops could do to stave off being enveloped and annihilated. Of Carr’s men it was 

described: “the men slowly retreated foot by foot, while thousands, pierced by the deadly minie 

balls or torn asunder by the explosion of the infernal shell-bullet, fell and saturated the plain 

with their blood.” ... Humphreys “had sown good intentions, and reaped a bitter harvest.” 

              Lt. Colonel Hilary Herbert’s 8th Alabama swarmed over the abandoned Union position, 

overrunning those few who had stuck to their posts. He saw a young mounted U.S. artilleryman 

right then attempting to flee and rushed forward to demand his surrender. Herbert was so close 

as to touch him with his sword, when dust blew out from the boy’s jacket beneath his shoulder 

blade. A minie ball had struck and killed him. To Herbert, the boy’s death would become an 

indelible horrific memory.

              Humphreys had no choice but to withdraw with what was left of his broken force back to 

their original positions on Cemetery Ridge. Some stuck it out. Artillery teams seemed especially 

determined that afternoon to fight every step of their withdrawal. A telling story comes from the 
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artillery units under McGilvery’s bloodied command. Their horse teams, originally composed of 

six, had been for the most part struck down during the fighting in and around the Peach 

Orchard and Trostle’s Woods (a famous post-battle photograph showing the Trostle Farm 

littered with dozens of dead horses). The badly thinned gun crews were, as a result, forced to 

surrender their cannon or undertake the great feat of hauling the pieces hundreds-of-yards to 

Cemetery Ridge themselves. Keeping up a deterring fire, they would pull the guns a distance, 

stop, load and fire into the then mixed Confederate forces of Barksdale, Wilcox and Perry—

continuing their withdrawal this way, under heavy fire. 

              It was about this time that Daniel Sickles, whose ill-fated re-deployed III Corps line was 

right then being forced out in rout, was himself being carried from the field, a cannonball having  

smashed into his leg as he oversaw operations around the Trostle farmhouse. As his stretcher 

worked its way back towards Cemetery Ridge, he coolly smoked a cigar, letting everyone know 

that he wasn’t dead. In passing a Catholic chaplain he stated: “man proposes, and God 

disposes.” His leg would be amputated that night.

              Colonel Alexander, for all intents-and-purposes the Confederate chief of artillery in the 

field at Gettysburg, moved his units off of Seminary Ridge, up to the Emmitsburg Road and into 

the Peach Orchard to further hamper the retreat of the U.S. III Corps. Alexander offered this:

An artillerist’s heaven is to follow the routed enemy, after a tough resistance, and 

throw shells and canister into his disorganized and fleeing masses. Then, the explosions  

of the guns sound louder, and more powerful, and the very shouts of the gunners 

ordering ‘Fire’ in rapid succession, thrills one’s very soul. There is no excitement on 

earth, like it.

Alexander was getting his fill of this “heaven” during the U.S. III Corps’ chaotic retreat. He later 

claimed that there was “no more inspiring a moment during the war.”
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The Wheatfield again .

              The Wheatfield had already been the scene of horrific war-time murder by this point in 

the fighting; yet there was more to come. The Union force stitched together a line and made its 

stand amongst the dead and dying at their feet. Early-evening saw the Confederates sweep down  

with two fresh brigades, the troops of Semmes’ and Wofford’s commands falling hard on the 

tenuous U.S. line … This hotly contested field wasn’t of exceptional strategic position, but as Lee 

had said: “the enemy is here, and we will fight him here.” The Wheatfield gained its place in 

history largely as a matter of circumstance; Gettysburg likewise. It seems dark irony that an age 

of such innocent chivalry was delivered to such a bloody fate. But fate itself held an accepted role  

in the Civil War era. Horrible meaningless death was resolved through faith. If casualties were 

high, then it was likely “meant to be.” Still, it is no leap to say that a great deal of this country’s 

cultural and secular innocence was for all times butchered within places like the Wheatfield.

              The remaining U.S. V Corps troops of Barnes, spread to the north of the Wheatfield in 

Trostle’s Woods, melted away before the fire of Kershaw’s attack; the Carolinians supported by 

the whole of Wofford’s brigade. The remaining Union force on the south end of the fighting was 

left to fight it out—alone. Anderson pulled together his badly battered Georgians as Semmes  

advanced his brigade. Ayre’s division, being the only Union force in the area with the fall of the 

Peach Orchard salient, held with tenacity. But their situation grew dire as the Confederates 

lowered their heads and pushed ahead. Again, it was gruesome. The Wheatfield spouted bloody 

fire, raging inside a confusing whirling din of shrieks, whining projectiles, incomprehensible 

orders shouted frantically, the clashing of steel as the two sides collided hand-to-hand. A thick 

choking sulfurous cloud shrouded the desperate fighting. Union and Confederate soldiers fought 

desperately, lines wavering back and forth, the decisive struggle for this plot spilling as spirit 

and blood from the gaping wounds of the dead and dying. This little plot of land: forever 

stained, forever consecrated. 
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              With Barksdale’s men not missing a beat in their advance through Trostle’s Woods and 

Wofford’s troops scattering the remaining remnants of Barnes force, Ayres men were faced with 

not only envelopment, but destruction. These Union troops slowly began to give way before the 

unremitting assaults of the now equally worn Southerners. Slowly, the U.S. forces pulled back to 

the southern base of Cemetery Ridge to join the weary troops of Caldwell’s U.S. II Corps. The 

beaten U.S. III Corps was trickling in slowly, totally devoid of unit structure. The Confederates 

held the Wheatfield, now strewn with the broken bodies of thousands of Americans. And they 

looked to continue Longstreet’s attack, to bring it crashing down on the U.S. line along Cemetery  

Ridge. Both sides had taken appalling casualties so far, but the Confederates were still packing a 

punch. Kershaw’s South Carolinians, the badly bruised Georgians of Anderson, and Semmes’ 

brigade gathered in the crimson wheat and set off towards the Valley of Death.

On towards Cemetery Ridge .

              Barksdale’s Mississippians moved forward as if unstoppable, pushing their way through 

Trostle’s Woods, Wilcox’s and Perry / Lang’s brigades on their left. By this time, Anderson had 

committed the last two C.S. brigades of his division, Lee’s successive attacks up the Emmitsburg 

Road now fully engaged. To the left of Wilcox and Perry on the III Corps line was Ambrose 

Wright’s proud rugged Georgians, Posey’s Mississippi brigade to their immediate left. With C.S. 

III Corps troops already hot on the heels of the Union retreat towards Cemetery Ridge, Wright 

brought his brigade in line and marched across the same fields that would be made infamous to 

the Southern mind on July 3, 1863. Wright’s advance moved out across the open fields to the 

Emmitsburg Road. A poetic description of their advance had them striding with “majestic ease 

across the smoke filled grain.” Wright’s men were aimed for the heart of the Union centre held 

by Brigadier General John Gibbon’s division of Hancock’s U.S. II Corps. The Georgians moved 

quickly, scattering small detachments that threw musket fire and canister in their front. 
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              Wilcox and Perry met a determined Union counterattack rushing forward to plug the gap 

created in the U.S. line atop Cemetery Ridge with the III Corps redeployment. Two regiments of 

Gibbon’s division, the 19th Maine and the 19th Massachusetts—having witnessed Humphrey’s 

stern, yet doomed stand—rushed down Cemetery Ridge into the fields before them and straight 

into the advancing C.S. III Corps advance. Lt. Weir held a battery of Union artillery near the 

Emmitsburg Road next to the Codori farmhouse (situated just to the east of the roadside and a 

little over halfway between Seminary Ridge and Cemetery Ridge). Earlier that afternoon, Weir 

sat at the far right of the U.S. III Corps line, but was now on his own. The two 19th regiments 

moved forward into this area to impede the approaching Floridians of Perry. A witness recalled 

the 19th Maine’s advance as a “tornado let loose.” Colonel James Mallon was inspired to write 

(with not so subtle disgust) that the advance was to “infuse confidence in the hearts of those 

who among those retreating, might have some manhood left.” The reinforcing regiments did 

gather a number of the remaining U.S. III Corps troops who had fought to the last, their line 

having collapsed around them. But more importantly, the counterattack surprised the Floridians 

who had rolled to that point unimpeded. Colonel Heath, commanding the 19th Maine, looking to 

cement his troops’ will, pointed to a stand of colors in the front of the Florida brigade’s line and 

ordered his men to “drop that color bearer!” A soldier fired and the Floridian fell with his flag. 

Colonel Lang’s command was momentarily halted and began to falter. What had turned from a 

total rout of Carr’s position along the Emmitsburg Road, was being reversed. The brigade of 

Floridians soon ground to a halt under the intense fire and would press no further on the 2nd—

much to the chagrin of Wright’s Georgians on their left, who were left to advance alone. Still, as 

observed by a U.S. II Corps officer, Wright’s advance came on “like the fury of a whirlwind.”

              Barksdale, still at the head of his column, continued to push his men forward, as well. 

They neared Cemetery Ridge, the “Mississippians attacking like devil’s incarnate.” The Union 

defenses continued to fall before them. They had already rolled up the last Union defenses in the 

Peach Orchard, forced a patchwork Union resistance down the Wheatfield Road and had broken 
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the resistance in and around Trostle’s Woods. There seemed little that could stand before this 

grey and butternut wave. At that point, little did stand before them and Cemetery Ridge.

              Adding to this pressure was Wilcox’s Alabamians, who were moving forward virtually 

unimpeded. If Barksdale and Wilcox could not be stopped, they would sever the weak Union 

defense along the southern end of Cemetery Ridge and isolate the forces around and atop Little 

Round Top. If they could break through, they could split the “fish-hook” in two. Despite terrible 

casualties, the Army of Northern Virginia was operating swiftly and powerfully as everyone had 

come to expect of these men over the previous two years. The Union would match their brute 

force and be aided by some good fortune.

Into the Valley of Death .

              Slowly, the combined and tattered force of Kershaw, Semmes and Anderson staggered 

out of the Wheatfield, and into the Valley of Death, Wofford’s Georgians to their left. The mixed 

C.S. force swept forward with a renewed energy, considering the relentless bloody action they 

had already seen. Their push threatened the Union line at southern-most tip of Cemetery Ridge 

just as much as Barksdale and Wilcox’s advance. If punched through, they could add to the 

isolation of the U.S. troops holding steady atop Little Round Top.

              The U.S. V Corps was now fully on-hand. They reacted to this latest phase of Longstreet’s 

assault with tenacity, moving forward to beat back the Confederates along the entire southern 

front. Given the honor of going in first was a reputable unit now on home soil: the “Pennsylvania  

Reserves.” Colonel William McCandless sent in his brigade first, with other brigade detachments 

in support. Lt. Colonel Frederick T. Locke, a member of V Corps commander Syke’s staff, 

described with romantic flair the preparatory moment before the Pennsylvanians 

counterattacked into the “Valley”:
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“The Pennsylvania Reserves formed, the sun setting a dull red ball of fire, they were 

wrapped in drifts of lurid smoke.”

With the “majestic” scene set, the Pennsylvanians drove home a furious counter-attack. Colonel 

Vincent, then with a reinforced line atop Little Round Top, had asked on crossing the Maryland 

border into his home state: “what death more glorious can any man desire than to die on the 

soil of old Pennsylvania, fighting for that flag?” The Pennsylvania Reserves internalized that 

inspiration, driving the stunned and now extreme right of the Confederate attack back into the 

woods, fields and forests beyond the Valley. Union artillery stepped in to lend deadly support. A 

shell from one of these units exploded overhead of the retreating mass of Southerners, a large 

fragment slicing the arm off of a soldier who stood quivering, frantically yelling: “I won’t die! I 

won’t die!” stumbling around with blood spurting from the stump before falling dead. 

              The counterattack followed the tide of the day in its severe human destruction. It was a 

bloody repulse. McCandless pushed his Penn Reserves out across the Valley of Death; and after 

briefly pursuing Longstreet’s taxed retreating troops within a halting firefight, they fell back. 

Barnes had collected enough of his force to face Wofford’s advance, but a minor counter by U.S. 

VI Corps troops (this massive corps just then filing onto the field) under Brigadier General 

Frank Wheaton was all that was required. The Confederates ceded control of the entire area in 

immediate front of the Round Tops and the southern-most end of Cemetery Ridge. They fell into 

retreat alongside McLaw’s division, then withdrawing after their battering on the slopes of Little 

Round Top. Longstreet’s assault along the southern sector of the field had exhausted itself, and 

fell back en masse across Plum Run, beyond the Wheatfield. McCandless’s Penn Reserves took 

control of the bloody field, a position they would hold for the remainder of the battle. 

              The southern end of the “fish-hook,” though badly bloodied and at points desperate, had 

held against furious Confederate attacks. McLaws and Law (now commanding Hood’s division), 

repaired their ranks and lines, setting defensive lines and repairing broken spirits. They had 

fought ferociously and inspired. But so had their enemy, fighting for their home.
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The 1st Minnesota .

              At the moment that the Penn Reserves were sealing off and pushing back the final 

Confederate push to the south, Wilcox and Barksdale approached with their men in a final 

showdown before Cemetery Ridge. As mentioned, Wilcox advanced nearly unimpeded towards 

this thin stretch of the Union line. Hancock had tracked their approach along his front and rode 

to the scene to rectify a disaster-in-the-making. Hancock found no substantial force to stem the 

advancing Confederates, aside from a small regiment: the 1st Minnesota, commanded by Colonel 

William Colvill, Jr. Hancock foresaw the fragmentation of the entire Union centre if the 

Alabamians could not be stopped. In his cool demeanor, the II Corps chief rode up to the 

undersized regiment—at the time mustering less than 300 men—and asked Colvill bluntly: “do 

you see those colors?” pointing towards a color-bearer in Wilcox’s brigade. Colvill replied that 

he did. “Then take them,” Hancock riding off to attend to another in a myriad of concerns. Wil 

Lochren, an officer in the 1st Minnesota, related the importance of the moment:

Every man realized in an instant what that order meant, death or wounds to us all, the 

sacrifice of the regiment, to gain a few minutes time, and save the position.

The 1st Minnesota immediately stepped off the ridge and flowed into the fields before them. They   

aimed for the heart of Wilcox’s advance. Lochren continues:

The men were never made who will stand against leveled bayonets, coming with such 

momentum and evident desperation. The ferocity of our onset seemed to paralyze them 

for a time.
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The 1st went by-design to their doom, attacking the Alabamians advancing in their front—and 

outnumbering them four or five to one—with wild fury. They fulfilled their duty, smashing into 

the approaching grey / butternut tide. It was so violent and disruptive, that Wilcox’s troops 

came to a halt alongside Perry’s faltering brigade to their left. 

              The 1st Minnesota achieved fame of the most brutal kind, suffering one of the highest 

regimental casualty rates during a fight of any unit during the entire war … As I sat near the base 

of the beautiful monument dedicated in their honor, I attempted to recreate the fated regiment’s 

service while gazing onto the fields where it was accomplished. Of the 262 men of this unit to 

attack, only 47 would be left for active service—a casualty rate over 80%—a simple compliance 

with orders ... I don’t believe the human mind can recreate such gruesome horror via simple 

imagination; or at least I could not, sitting there looking upon where it happened. War is the 

worst of human brutality. It is hard to spend much time contemplating such madness.

Resolution on Cemetery Ridge .

              With the stall of Wilcox’s Alabamians and Perry’s Floridians, the attack on Cemetery 

Ridge itself began to loose steam. What once seemed an overwhelming C.S. tide had hit 

breakwaters that robbed it of its momentum. Even Barksdale’s troops, despite their grinding 

advance, were nearing exhaustion. Having eventually overwhelmed everything in their front 

since stepping off Seminary Ridge, they had nonetheless suffered a staggering number of killed 

and wounded. The Mississippians simply ran out of fuel as they approached the ridge itself. 

Fresh Union reinforcements were up and committed; and they battered the Southerners. The  

advance of the brigade all but ended with the mortal wounding of Barksdale himself, unit 

structure in disarray after prolonged fighting over a varied landscape. They could go no further 

without reinforcements, which were not coming. The grand advance was over, what was left of 
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the brigade falling back across the ground they had won—it being littered with the dying 

comrades they’d left in their wake.

              It was already early evening, when William Pender’s division—next in line and the last of 

Hill’s C.S. III Corps troops to advance as a part of Lee’s hammering assaults up the Emmitsburg 

Road—was preparing to advance. But Pender himself was shot down by a stray bullet before he 

could relay orders to advance on Cemetery Ridge. By the time the wounded Pender’s orders 

made their way to his subordinates, it was too late. The C.S. I and III Corps were already 

disengaging all down the line. From Seminary Ridge south through the Peach Orchard and 

Wheatfield to the Round Tops, the massive Confederate assault was receding to defensive 

positions … All except for one brigade, who continued on: resolutely, tragically. 

Wright’s advance .

              Wright’s Georgians stepped bravely across the Emmitsburg Road and towards the very 

heart of the Union centre being defended by John Gibbon’s 1st Division. To Wright’s left, Posey’s 

brigade had faltered, eventually coming to a complete halt about halfway across the near-mile-

long jog between the two ridges. To the right, Perry and Wilcox were then being driven back by a  

determined thrust from the rallied remnants of Humphrey’s U.S. III Corps (having formed their 

counterattack from the position on Cemetery Ridge where the Pennsylvania monument now 

stands). With the failure of Pender’s division to move forward in step, Wright’s brigade moved 

forward across the fields alone. They were completely exposed and marched right into the teeth 

of Gibbon’s tenacious veterans. Wright later wrote a description of his brigade’s advance in a 

letter to his wife:

As soon as we emerged from the woods (Spangler’s Woods atop Seminary Ridge), the 

enemy poured a most terrific fire of shells into our ranks. We rushed down the hillside 
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and reaching the valley, we found it broken by a series of small ridges and hollows, 

running parallel with the enemy’s line on the mountain (an exaggerated description of 

Cemetery Ridge)—and in the first of these depressions or hollows, our line paused for 

breath. Then we rushed over the next ridge into the succeeding hallow, and thus 

worked our way across that terrible field for more than a mile, under the most 

ferocious fire of artillery I had ever seen. When we reached the base of the range upon 

which the enemy was posted, they opened on us with their infantry, and raked our 

whole line with grape and canister from more than twenty guns.

 

              Their inspired charge was recalled by many of the Union troops that opposed them. One 

described the onslaught as an “irresistible mass of living grey,” another describing the advance 

as “they surged up the slope of Cemetery Ridge, like a tide rolling up a beach.” A U.S. II Corps 

officer recalled Wright’s men attacking “like the fury of a whirlwind, the whole slope in front is 

full of them, and in various formations, in line, in column, and in masses which are neither—

with yells and thick volleys they are rushing toward our crest.”

              The Georgians showed no hint of slowing or calling off the attack, despite their fate 

having already been sealed. Despite the reckless bravery, a resolution came quickly. The U.S. II 

Corps came to life and let loose a withering storm of lead and canister ... There is a plaque that 

stands alone in the field before and to the immediate left of “the Angle.” It locates the furthest 

advance of Wright’s Georgians on July 2, 1863, before they were battered and thrown back by a 

terrible devastating fire. Given the Georgians’ exposed position, it seems a very lonely place. A 

battery of Union artillery stood to the left of a landmark stand from that point forward known as 

the “Copse of Trees,” just south of the Angle. Wright brought his men within plain view of their 

deadly barrels, the Union gunners allowing them to get that close, before letting loose. A Georgia  

colorbearer planted his flag at a position before these guns and was riddled by musket fire. The 

men of the 7th Michigan, who faced Wright’s advance head-on, would later find the man’s body 

filled with a dozen minie balls. It grew instantly worse for these Confederates, now isolated and 
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a long, long way from home. Wright continues, perhaps exaggerating some, despite his force 

having gained as much ground as any other during the general assault:

... we perceived a heavy column of Yankee infantry on our right flank. They had taken 

advantage of the gap left in our line by the falling back of Perry’s brigade, and had filed 

around a piece of timber on our right, and were rapidly getting into our rear. Posey 

had not advanced on our left, and a strong body of the enemy was advancing down the 

sides of the mountain to gain our left flank and rear. Thus we were perfectly isolated 

from any portion of our army a mile in it’s advance. And although we had gained the 

enemy’s works, and captured his guns, we were about to be sacrificed to the bad 

management and cowardly conduct of others. For a moment I thought all was lost, and 

that my gallant little band would all be inevitably killed or captured.

The 69th Pennsylvania, situated just before the Copse of Trees ... “(they) receive the advancing 

foe with a defiant shout, as they shake out the folds of their green flag, and pour a withering 

fire at short range into the faces of their adversaries.” A vicious series of counters ensued, as 

the U.S. II Corps punished the courageous efforts of the Confederates in their front. Wright’s 

brigade was reduced to a bloody mess; most of its ranks becoming casualties or prisoners. Sgt. 

James Wiley of the 59th New York, captured the 48th Georgia’s colors and was subsequently 

awarded the Medal of Honor for his bravery. The Georgians’ bravery can more so be measured 

on raw devotion to the plan: to break the Union centre—in front of which they now sprawled 

bloodied and broken. Union Lt. Frank Haskell, a subordinate to General Gibbon (and whose real 

story comes across in describing the 3rd day’s fighting), recalled Wright’s repulse: “the wave has 

rolled upon the rock, and the rock has smashed it. Let us shout too! See the Confederates are 

breaking! They are in confusion in all our front!” Their advance had rivaled Barkdale’s in its  

intensity, but had ended as did the rest of their comrades. Those of Wright’s men not killed or 
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captured had to fight tooth-and-nail out of envelopment, retreating back towards Seminary 

Ridge ...

              Whether victims of circumstance or poor leadership, whether outfought by an inspired 

enemy or simply lacking a realistic probability of success, the Confederates on the west side of 

the field fell back into a defensive posture. Longstreet’s Corps had struck with their usual force, 

having rolled up the majority of the U.S. III Corps (which lay largely in shambles atop Cemetery 

Ridge). But the III Corps was not the only Union corps on hand this day; and the others: II, V 

and parts of the VI had turned the tide ... In all, the various fields of battle—the small individual 

battles within the larger battle—had been desperately fought over. The cost had been horrific. 

Both sides were badly beat-up. But the Union army remained entrenched in the “fish-hook.” 

              Still, with all that had already occurred the fighting was not over. The evening and night 

of the 2nd would see another large-scale assault.

Back to 1993, if briefly .

              Following each step of the battle in conjunction with the approximate time that actions 

had occurred left me with a tight schedule on July 2, 1993, in which to get to various parts of the 

field. My Buick had been a stallion, allowing quick transport from spot-to-spot, making up time 

so that I could get out and roam choice spots on foot. Originally I had conceived of the whole 

three days on foot, something that seemed do-able on paper—but was found to be impractical 

(in a head-slapping kind-of-way) with a loop of the auto-tour around the expansive park on the 

evening of June 30. That night, I adjusted my own touring route to rely strategically on the 

Buick ... And so, with the repulse of Wright’s advance on the evening of July 2, 1863, the fighting  

shifted to the northern arch of the “fish-hook” on Cemetery and Culp’s Hill ... Following the 

historical record, I jumped into my car parked behind the Copse of Trees and made my way 

towards Cemetery Hill’s N x NE face: the next phase in the battle. 
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              Having been largely absorbed in my own thoughts and writing all afternoon, oblivious to 

the big crowds the weekend was attracting and having not really figured out my next approach 

route, I improvised. I took what seemed a direct route. I was immediately mired in a massive 

traffic jam just south of town. A huge crowd was descending on Gettysburg for an equally large 

130th anniversary re-enactment; and they were out in force. (I heard that night that the crowd 

was estimated at 100,000, mainly re-enactors and their families.) So here I was stuck in it all, as 

worried as if in danger of missing a plane, suddenly thrust into a mass of humanity equal parts 

traffic / pedestrian after an afternoon of introverted historical—at points emotional—“field 

study.” Intersections were choked, the small-town-timing of red lights and the worthy attitude of 

polite traffic etiquette prevailing (normally my default mode, but at that point something I was 

willing to sacrifice in order to make my historical “appointments”). Taking any car-length size 

opportunity that presented itself, I frantically attempted to decipher the vehicular log-jam, 

guessing my way up to Cemetery Hill. I finally got out of the tourist-choked district, then took a 

wrong turn and immediately wound up right back in the centre of the whole thing. All measure 

of “polite” waning fast and knowing a bit more for my troubles this second-time around, I cut 

through a convenience store parking lot, bypassing an oncoming tidal wave of traffic—and a red 

light—righting my way out of the traffic mess only to wind up going the wrong way down a one 

way street on the auto tour road. I again corrected my error and pulled down around the back of 

Cemetery Hill’s northern face before the Evergreen Cemetery Gatehouse. I sat for a minute, 

taking a minute to collect myself. And then, realizing where I was, got out to take a picture of the 

iconic gatehouse (made famous by a photograph taken just after the battle). I continued across 

the street towards the statue of O. O. Howard on the summit of Cemetery Hill. That is when I 

realized I’d locked my keys in the car ... It was all an eventful 15-20 minutes.

Up to Culp’s Hill .
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              I learned long ago to keep an extra key on me. Pulling it from a rarely-seen slot in my 

wallet I got back into my car and climbed Culp’s Hill along the auto route. The driving rain was 

long past, but it was still overcast and night was coming quick. I drove through a looming fog 

that reflected my headlights in an eerie way. It was a strange setting. Nearing a loop in the road 

before the crest of the hill, this mood was reinforced by the scene of an ambulance picking up a 

motorcyclist who had taken too wide of a turn. The cyclist was fine, walking about with nothing 

broken. I was forced to wait for a few minutes as they cleared the road. As I sat there, I began to 

soak in the settling mist, the waning grey daylight. I had once heard the belief that fog is the lost 

souls of those who have passed on: still lingering, searching the earthen plane. To me, the fog 

seemed not unlike the low-lying smoke-cloud indicative of all Civil War battlefields—the very 

same smoke-cloud that would have filtered through the woods before me as fighting hit the 

slopes of Culp’s Hill, 130 years earlier.

              The road cleared, I reached the summit of Culp’s Hill and sat in the front seat of my car 

beneath the tall observation tower. The inside dome-light of the Buick provided a little light and 

I scrawled a few notes. I was completely alone on the hill, the grey darkening. I soon felt a bit 

unnerved. It was a very odd sense: hair standing up on the back of your neck kind-of-thing. It 

did not provoke fear, but more so anxiety. It was as if every cell in my body was on high alert. I 

had not put much thought to the extensive accounts of the “ghosts of Gettysburg”—until that 

point. I honestly felt that I was not alone. I stood up, standing next to my open car door. The air 

seemed to buzz, crackling and electric. The closest approximation to what I felt next was as if a 

form—something / someone—passed right through me. It was an electric sensation. It may have 

been a lost soul. It definitely did freak me out. I stood there for a moment—summoning back my  

nerve—still a few more sights to take in, work to be done. The air was full of mist at dusk’s dim. 

The feeling, the sensation dissipated. I moved out.

The north end of the fish-hook .
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              What of Ewell all this time? His entire C.S. II Corps waited anxiously on the southern 

outskirts of town, listening to the sound of Union axes felling timber for the log breastworks 

they were building on the slopes in their front. Ewell’s men had to know that they would 

eventually attack the hill; and the longer the wait, the stronger the breastworks would be. The 

wait had to be trying … Lee’s assault en echelon up the Emmitsburg Road had included Ewell’s 

Corps attacking from the north in conjunction with Longstreet to the south during the 

afternoon. This would have isolated the centre of the Union line on Cemetery Ridge, making 

reinforcement difficult (as they would be needed at either flank)—each successive blow to the 

centre weakening it until overwhelming force could drive the Army of the Potomac from their 

ridge-line positions. But the timing had not been synched. There is mention that an atmospheric 

acoustic phenomenon may have occurred during this time on the 2nd, muffling the sounds of 

Longstreet’s raging assault from the waiting ears of Ewell and his men a little more than a mile 

to the north. This seems unrealistic considering the proximity, the sheer amount of units 

engaged and the fact that the battle could be heard by Union troops crossing the Maryland-

Pennsylvania border some fifteen miles to the south. Besides, even with troop traffic an orderly 

certainly could have made the trip from south-end to north-end in a 1/2 hour by horseback.

              Ewell had instead been preoccupied a good deal of the afternoon with troubling reports 

of Union forces in his rear moving down the York Pike from an E x NE direction. These reports 

turned out to be small detachments of Union cavalry, who were finally taken care of by J.E.B. 

Stuart’s cavalry … Stuart, having taken his roundabout route, had finally reached the field very 

near to Ewell’s converging troops late on the 1st. But his actions had left his horsemen absent 

from the campaign to this point. Having finally rejoined the Army of Northern Virginia, they 

were too late to offer much assistance, certainly no vital reconnaissance—the forces already 

engaged, battle-lines drawn. Their absence had blinded Lee, who in the end was forced to take 

the offensive instead of bringing the Union army to him.
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              Stuart had viewed his high-risk ride into the rear of the Army of the Potomac as a 

success, his men having captured a large portion of a Union wagon train. But this had greatly 

encumbered his cavalry’s advance, having slowed them as they rode with the large prize as far 

north as Carlisle before moving south to re-connect with Lee. Despite Stuart’s own feelings, his 

actions had maddened his often understanding commander. Lee made it known that he felt 

Stuart had failed him ... Again, their being out-of-position was proving a disservice to his army, 

Ewell chasing spectres of Union infantry throughout the afternoon of the 2nd  with detachments 

of his own infantry instead of focusing his attention on Lee’s desire to assault and dislodge the 

entrenched Northerners before him. 

              The delay was a foregone conclusion by the twilight of July 2, 1863. Ewell, his attention 

focused, formed for the attack. A firefight ensued between Confederate artillery atop Benner’s 

Hill, east of the town, and Union batteries atop the slopes of Cemetery Hill and a small knoll 

lying directly between Cemetery and Culp’s Hill: Steven’s Knoll. The Union guns, far superior in 

number and in a superior—elevated—position, quickly silenced the Confederate artillery. The 

high command of the C.S. II Corps was forced to act, night falling quickly around them.

Culp’s Hill .

              Several brigades of Edward Johnson’s C.S. division stepped down into the rolling, 

unpredictable terrain before Culp’s Hill and across Rock Creek at its base, to attack what must 

have seemed near unassailable positions atop the crest. The U.S. XII Corps positioned on Culp’s 

Hill, commanded by Major General Henry Slocum, had his men preparing the mentioned array 

of breastworks all afternoon long—a long portion of the fortification overseen by Brigadier 

General George Greene, an expert in engineering such defenses. By nightfall on the 2nd, they 

were formidable. The Confederate forces would attack in near total darkness.
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              Johnson’s men moved up the dense slopes choked of rocks and thick underbrush. They 

quickly discovered the U.S. XII Corps position as formidable as they had feared, Slocum’s troops 

repulsing any / all Confederates that neared their works. A junior officer with Greene’s XII 

Corps New Yorkers atop the summit, described the intense musket fire that enveloped the 

Confederates as they advanced from the shadows: “then, out into the night, like chain-lightning, 

leaped the zigzag line of fire.” Few of the Confederates reached the summit. Those that did were 

swiftly repulsed. As had been the case all day, the Confederate attacks on Culp’s Hill persisted 

until the sheer loss of manpower made it impossible to continue. It was a senseless slaughter. 

Johnson’s men had no real chance of success. There would be no break in the Union defense at 

this point, something the Confederate’s were fast realizing amidst the darkness, the slopes 

choked of sulfurous smoke and haunted by the cry of the wounded and dying.

              Two brigades, swinging unwittingly south of the formidable breastworks of Slocum’s 

men, wound up in a position of near level ground at the eastern base of Culp’s Hill. The bulk of 

these two brigades were the Virginian “Stonewall Brigade” (named for their former corps chief, 

who before being promoted had commanded the brigade), and Brigadier General George 

Steuart’s brigade, who were in the lead and composed mainly of Confederate Maryland units—a 

rarity in the southern army. The two brigades approached with heightened caution through the 

swampy forests now shrouded in darkness. They moved up to the sloping base of Culp’s Hill and 

into the area of Spangler’s Spring, named for an area farmer. What they found was a stretch of 

vacated trenches constructed by U.S. XII Corps troops, who had left them behind in moving to 

reinforce the south-span of Cemetery Ridge under threat of Barksdale’s assault that afternoon. 

That reinforcement was exactly what Lee had hoped to avoid by attacking both flanks in unison. 

But late on the 2nd , it proved to worked out in the Confederates’ favor. Steuart’s men took up the 

strong positions built for them by their enemies, setting up a big surprise for the U.S. XII Corps 

troops who returned near midnight to find their hard work filled with their own enemies.

              Despite this stroke of good luck, the attacks along the front side of the hill were firmly 

repulsed. After many separate attacks, it became obvious that it was too dark to continue and 
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that the fight was pointless either way. The Confederates of Johnson were ordered to dig in 

along the base of Culp’s Hill and would there spend the night, no more that a few hundred feet 

from enemy lines. They would resume their fight at the first offering of light on the 3rd.

Early’s assault .

              As the conflict was slowing on the night of the 2nd around Culp’s Hill, an anxious Jubal 

Early was finally moving his men against the slopes he’d so feverishly wanted to attack the 

preceding day. Early urged on two rugged distinguished fighting brigades in Hay’s Louisiana 

“Tigers,” and Avery’s North Carolinians. They traversed a route that began at the southern 

outskirts of the town proper and moved across hilly but relatively open terrain. Without the aid 

of C.S. artillery, having been pounded by the accurate range of Union guns near Cemetery Hill, 

Early’s men knew that they must silence these guns themselves or be annihilated. The Union 

artillery right then held the northern portion of the battlefield and opened on the advancing 

infantry. Early’s men responded with a blood curdling Rebel Yell …

              In this time before electric light, when night came you were at the mercy of an absolute 

darkness. Night-time fighting was rare and even more rarely practiced by choice during the Civil  

War. The, by then, outdated mode of massing infantry and assaulting head-on was still the most 

prevalent tactic. To position and accomplish such large-scale assaults, commanders required 

daylight. This simplistic method of attack—aligning as it did with the rapid innovation in the 

machinery of killing—is the main reason for the Civil War’s appalling casualties. Industry, as it 

often does, had outpaced on-field strategy by the 1860s. But to fully understand the time, the 

war and what was asked of men (most notably to mass in long shoulder-to-shoulder lines and 

conduct suicidal frontal assaults), you have to reckon with attitudes of the time that really did 

mask the horrible realities of war in the glory of dying in battle. This was an era popularly devoid 

of the cultural cynicism towards institutions that defines modern (especially post-Vietnam War) 
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America. A sacrifice of life in an honorable glorious fight was an easier sell to civilians and the 

soldiers who would do the dying. It certainly became a harder sell as the war ground on; but it 

remained a real attitude, if not often an outright expectation ... Despite the obvious difficulties of 

organization and high probability of failure in conducting a night-time assault, sometimes—

despite the certainty of high casualties—it was just the thing that needed to be done.

              Early’s men were called to duty and sacrificed themselves wholesale on the evening of 

July 2, 1863. The Union artillery tore great gaps in the wide Confederate columns as they 

advanced over the open murky fields in front of Cemetery Hill. Union batteries atop Steven’s 

Knoll leveled horrific mortal carnage, holding the Confederate advance in enfilade—tearing 

apart whole lines of marching men with single shots. It was point-blank murder. 

              But the steadfast advance of Early’s men, plodding through the murderous rain of shot-

and-shell, had them moving swiftly on the stout strongpoint they had been glaring at for over a 

day. Despite horrific losses on the approach, they attacked with a pent-up ferocity. These troops 

were of backwoods stock and boasted a fierce fighting record. They plunged through the 

withering storm of canister erupting right in their face, rolling up the slopes to the Evergreen 

Cemetery Gatehouse. It was said that the gateway “became at once a cenotaph (a memorial to 

the dead), and point d’ appui of attack.” Guarding this vital approach to their position was a  

loose array of U.S. XI Corps Germans, who held their position alongside the furious barking 

batteries of artillery. It was a musty black by the time Early’s men neared their objective. The 

only real light was provided by the flash of muskets and big guns. But even the hardiest stock 

was still made of mortal stuff. The advance of Early’s men—within view of its objective—began 

to stumble. The deadly unceasing volleys of the Union cannon belched out destructive waves of 

canister. Major James Beall of the 21st North Carolina described his forces approach up 

Cemetery Hill:

Like an unbroken wave, our maddened column rushed on. Four or five color bearers 

went down. The hour was one of horror.
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Frank Haskell described the scene as the Union infantry “singe them with the blaze of their 

muskets, and riddle them as a hailstorm does the tender blades of corn.” A Union gunner 

described their guns firing as “one solid crash, like a million trees falling at once.” The Union 

lines were spread thick throughout the sacred ground of the Evergreen Cemetery, the area 

immediately before it cut through by trenches and dug-out positions for the artillery. Many 

Union soldiers took up positions behind gravestones. A U.S. cavalry officer, in the midst of the 

foot soldiers at the time of the battle, described the desperation during the final stage of the 

Confederate charge:

There were fifteen guns mounted in those works, all pouring a deadly avalanche of 

shell and canister down among the Louisianians, who never quailed but pressed on 

until they scaled the works—while advancing on the main line, I saw one of our color-

bearers jump on a gun and display his flag. He was instantly killed. But the flag was 

seized by an Irishman, who, with a wild shout, sprang upon the gun, and he too was 

shot down. Then a little bit of a fellow, a captain, seized the staff and mounted the same 

gun—but as he raised the flag, a ball broke the arm which held it. He dropped his sword 

and caught the staff with his right before it fell, waved it over his head with a cheer, 

indifferent to the pain of his shattered limb and the whizzing balls around him. His 

third cheer was just heard, when he tottered and fell, pierced through the lungs.

              Remarkably, the Confederates began to establish a hold on the position. After initially 

faltering, they had managed to reach the first line of Union artillery. A vicious hand-to-hand 

struggle ensued, the Confederates managing to scatter many of the defending U.S. XI Corps 

troops in their front. But the Union line was quickly reinforced. Additional XI Corps troops, 

having been positioned on the far west side of Cemetery Hill, rushed into the fight. 
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              For all the courage they had exhibited, the Confederates would get no further and would 

suffer terrible casualties in the process. One Confederate officer who reached a battery of 

artillery jumped onto a gun with his sword held high, and proclaimed “this battery is ours!” To 

which a Union artilleryman replied, in a thick German brogue, “no, dis battery is unser!” and 

knocked the Confederate down with the swing of a sponging staff. With Union reinforcements 

flooding in, Early’s bloodied men fell back, stubbornly. Their retreat from Cemetery Hill was 

hampered by the continued work of the Union guns, who fired into their ranks as they fled. 

              The guns slowly died down and with it arose an eerie silence, broken only by occasional 

musket fire and the horrible haunting calls of the wounded and dying. Early’s crippled division 

filtered back into its previous positions, Johnson’s men hunkering down in their scattered lines 

around the base of Culp’s Hill. The fighting on the 2nd day at Gettysburg had come to a close, but 

the battle was far from over. July 3, 1863, was to become one of the most important days in 

American history.

Night falls across the battlefield .

              The 2nd day at Gettysburg stands as testament to the brutal devotion towards duty and 

pride that dragged this country into civil war. It sheds light on the impassioned resolution of the 

era, balancing as it did on the uncertain edge of a future rapidly evolving. It was a fight over 

whether outdated or emerging interpretations / ideals would gain the right to guide that future. 

America matured on that day in the most gruesome way. Despite the political ideals that drove 

the conflict from afar, commitment, duty and honor had been the guiding factors out on the 

fields. The following day would rise to deliver a conclusion.

              An informal truce was called on the night of the 2nd to allow for the overwhelming work 

of the ambulance crews. Union Colonel Theodore Gates walked the area before Cemetery Ridge 
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as night wrapped the field, facing in the general direction of Sickle’s III Corps’ fated position 

earlier that afternoon. He documented what he saw:

We found men from almost every state, loyal and disloyal—the fierce, half-barbaric 

Texan, side by side with the cool, unimpassioned soldier from Maine—the Georgian and 

New Yorker—the Mississippian and Pennsylvanian—who, a few short hours before, 

thirsted for each others’ lives. Now, softened by the anguish of wounds, and, still more, 

by the soothing spirit that pervades the night while it’s myriad stars are looking down 

upon you—all their fierce passions hushed, and all their rancor gone—these wounded 

men sought to comfort and to cheer one another.

              Another Union soldier, Captain Adolphous Cavada, recalled that the evening’s humid 

atmosphere was “laden with mist, and pervaded by that strange musty smell particular to 

battlefields immediately after battle.” Cavada walked out into the general area of the 1st 

Minnesota’s impetuous charge, recalling:

On every side lay the cold stiffened bodies of our dead soldiers, sometimes two or three 

forming ghastly groups together, in most unnatural attitudes, sometimes laying as if 

asleep—occasionally a wounded man, not able to move would draw out attention by 

plaintive moans or a request for water. These we comforted with assurance that the 

ambulances would find them in a few minutes. We found but few Confederate dead or 

wounded on this side of the hollow—but on crossing it they became very numerous, 

even more so than our own.

     

Frank Haskell had this to add:
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The fight done, the sudden revulsions of sense and feeling follow, which more or less 

characterize all similar occasions. How strange the silence seems! The whole air roared 

with the conflict but a moment since. Now all is silent, not a gunshot sound is heard, 

and the silence comes distinctly, almost painfully to the senses. And the sun purples the 

clouds to the west, and the sultry evening steals on as if there had been no battle and 

the furious shout and the cannon’s roar had never shook the earth. And how look those 

fields? We may see them before dark: the ripening grain, the luxurious corn, the 

orchards, the grassy meadows, and in their midst the rural cottage of brick or wood? 

They were beautiful this morning. They are desolate now, trampled by the countless 

feet of the combatants, plowed and scarred by the shot and shell, the orchards 

splintered, the fences prostrate, the harvests trodden in the mud.”

Haskell continued:

... and last—but not least numerous, many thousands of men. And there was no 

Confederates now—the men of South Carolina were quiet by the side of those of 

Massachusetts, some composed with upturned faces sleeping the last sleep, some 

mutilated and frightful, some wretched, fallen, bathed in blood, survivors still and 

unwilling witnesses of the rage of Gettysburg.

Haskell said of the repulsive array of tangled dead amongst the fields: “they make no sound of 

complaint or pain, but are as silent as if dumb and mute.” A young resident of Gettysburg at the 

time of the battle, described it this way: “all was uncanny in its silence, as the noise had been 

satanic in its volume.” Longstreet would say in retrospect, that his corps’ assaults were the “best 

three hours’ fighting ever done by any troops on any battlefield.” Colonel Alexander would use 

similar words in praise. Yet the C.S. Army of Northern Virginia looked across the fields in front 
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of them to sight the “fish-hook” still intact on the night of July 2, 1863, their run-on casualty 

lists to remind them of the hard-fighting for naught that had taken place. 

              Late at night, a Confederate of McLaw’s division moved out into a field between the lines 

and sat besides a wounded comrade who was unable to move. He comforted the dying man and 

sang to him: “When the Cruel War is Over.” When he finished, the Union lines, but a few dozen 

yards away, echoed with heart-felt applause and praise.

[ CONTINUE to PART III ]
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